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INTRODUCTION

The bountiful and unioue uildlife of Alaska remains intact
( and essentially unchanp;ed 1n d1stribution and abundance fron
'\:Jiref1istorlc.ces-i:iiP~a~ei:)even though contact uith ~!estern culture
has dominated the econoinics of the land for nearly tuo centuries.
The ~-Jildlife of no other comparable land mass has fared so w·ell.
It is even more remarkable because the Hildlife survived intensive
exploitation during the period of domination by the russians
u'hen the gathering and exportation of valuable fur animals ~188
a major objective of their occupation~ and it survived the U.S.
colonial period uhen exploitation of fur~ valuable minerals and
paternal neglect were formal policies. 7'iarket hunting of all
game ~ms a 9ay of life durinp: most of the U.S. colonial period.
Yet when Alaska becane a state in 1959, the unparalleled Hildlife
resource that 80 perfectly compler.1ents the state's scenic splendor
was essentially intact.
These many and diverse specj_es of game (in J\lask.a all Paflnals anc1
birds are classified as p,ar.1e) survived in spite of nan 1'ecausc
their habitat was not greatly altered. Thus over utilization
such as occurred Hith the sea otter merely resulted in temporary
reductions in numbers. lJm·J, hmvever, Alaska is about to plunge
into a period of dramatic mobilization of natural resourcen,
both rene~cmble and nonreneuable. This comes at a time uhen the
very habitat that has sustained our Hildlife throup;h preview:;
exploitative periods is heing partitioned amonp; the variouF:
claimants; the federal government, the natives and the state.
Only through land use planninp, that leads to the protection of
habitat can the benefits of Alaska's uildlifc resource he fully
realized by her citizenry. The Departr::ent assumes that sue!:
planning "t-lill take place and has formulated a general policy an•:
a series of specific policies to ensure perpetuation of the
resource uhile providinp, maximum benefits for the neoole.
The General and Species Policies are intended to convey to the
public the uildlife nanagement philoso~?ies of the Departnent
of Fish and Gane' s professional staff.These policies t7ill
assist in the vital ~wrk. of implementing cor:1prehensive land use
planning and tdll serve as standards for program evaluation. The
policies will also assist in evaluating the inevitable jurisdictional
disputes betw·een the state and the federal p:overnnent over manar;e
ment of indigenous game.
These policies vTill provide the guidelines for the initial
development of specific area tvildlife management plans for
presentation to the public and the Board of Fish and Game.

1./

For the purposes of the policy statenents the Board of Fish
and Game is considered separate from the Department.
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GENERAL POLICY STATEHENT

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the Constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage all game species on the sustained
yield principle in the best interests of the resource and the people of
the State, and also recognizes that national and international interests
must be considered.
The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining
suitable habitat for all game species, and encourages the development
of comprehensive land use planning.
The Department recognizes that there are many uses of game, that
present priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and that
management plans must consider all uses.
The Department recognizes that responsible game management must be
based on scientific knowledge.
The Department will manage game species to provide sustained yields
of animals for humans and for wild carnivore populations that depend
upon them for food. Whenever substantial conflicts arise between
humans and predators over the use of prey, the predator population
~1 be managed to minimize such conflicts.
-----~--·---------

In many areas of the state, recreation is the most important use of
game. Recreational uses include: sport hunting and trapping in their
various forms; observation, both incidental to other activities and as
the primary objective; and wilderness experience, which includes the
aesthetic rewards of being aware of or observing animals in natural
interactions with their environment. The Department recognizes its
responsibility to provide for all of these recreational uses in its
management plans, and holds that these recreational uses are generally
compatible.
The Department recognizes recreational hunting and trapping as the
dominant uses of game in much of the state. Cottsistent with its
responsibility to manage game species in the best interests of the
resource and the people, the Department l-7ill manage the resource on
the basis of a) maximum overall recreational opportunity, b) maximum
sustained yield of animals to be harvested, c) maximum aesthetic appeal
to the user. Regulatory zoning of recreation in time and space may be
used to obtain an optimum level of recreational wildlife uses.
In some areas game ~Jill be managed to provide maximum recreational
opportunity. This concept recognizes the value of the opportunity to
be selective in hunting, to enjoy uncrm.rded hunting conditions, to make
use of remote areas, and to enjoy various other aspects which enhance
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wildlife oriented activities.
In selected areas with highly developed access and high hunter use,
certain game species Hill be managed consistent tvith the maximum
sustained yield principle.
Certain areas will be managed to provide hunting opportunities of the
highest aesthetic quality. Hanagement techniques may include, but are
not limited to, regulation of access, regulation of sex and age of
animals taken, and population manipulation.
A few areas may be reserved for controlled scientific studies tlhere
game populations and/or habitat can be manipulated to provide better
information on management techniques.
The Department will encourage recreational observation of game through
public information and education and in its nanagement plans tvill provide
for such activities.
The Department recognizes that some of the state's population is partially
dependent on wildlife for food. In areas ~\There people are primarily
dependent on game for food the Department uill provide for liberal
seasons and bag limits, within the limitation of maximum sustained yield.
.£1-

?
J.,.;-&.4!

The Department ~--not ;~sider the harvest of moose, elk, sheep, -~. ~"k-Ciev" (;).t,,...r~
deer, muskox, mOlar--~ bison, brown/grizzly bear, black bear, goat,
·:p,_,),z(:_.;"
waterfmvl, and~~ for sale or barter of hides, meat, antlers
or horns a proper use of the resource and uill oppose it. However,
when compatible with recreational and food source demands, commercial
utilization of other game species may be provided for in the Department's
management plans.
The domestication of game animals for commercial purposes is normally
not considered a wise use of the resource and usually will be discouraged
by the Department.
The Department recognizes that other organizations conduct research in
Alaska involving game species. The Department vlill request a description
of proposed studies and make recommendations in the best interest of the
species and the people of the state. The Departnent will cooperate with
other agencies or individuals tvhose research may provide useful
information on game species.
The Department may issue permits for the capture, holding and export
of game species, for stocking, public education and scientific study,
but only after demonstration that suitable habit~t or holding facilities
are available to th~- p~rmi 7;t~e ·, .. . .

fJ ~r..

.•

&-'"'-~..L

?:l'··vvJ.., C;;'-'V-cv

,.,_ ...
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The Department recognizes that transplanting game species for restocking
former ranges or vacant habitat may be a useful management tool.
Importing and transplanting of game will be generally opposed, but may
be approved if substantial public benefit can be sho\~. Proposed trans
plants will be reviewed by the Department and must meet the following
minimum requirements to be approved:
1)
The proposed trru1splant site must provide sufficient and suitable
habitat to support a viable population of the transplanted species, as
determined by comprehensive study.

2)
Prior study must establish that the introduction of a species will
not adversely affect the numbers, health, or utilization of resident
species.
The Department recognizes that situations may arise requiring the
removal of an animal or the reduction in numbers of a species in
response to a specific problem. Control will be implemented only after
an investigation by Department personnel has determined a valid need
exists.
Whenever possible, control will be effected by recreational hunting.
When control by the Department or its designees is necessary, humane
methods will be employed.
It is the owner's responsibility to protect his property from damage
by wildlife. Reasonable efforts must be made to protect life and
property by means other tha..'ll the destruction of game.
Poison bait and other nonselective means will not be used.
Bounties are not considered a desirable means of control.
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MOOSE UANAGEJ:IENT POLICY
The great size and massive antlers of the moose (Alces alces) have

/<!.C!PJ::_ur_et:!J::h~ :l111~_8i?at~o~~-~~~-P-~{)~_~_e__ ~':?E_Y-f!:?_~./-One natui'iif'I'St·----~--, Ji}
· reported 1900 years ago that moose had no joints in their hind legs -,
d so could not lie down, but slept leaning against a tree! The
J
p was reported to be so long that the moose had to graze while
J
!king backward. Othenvise the lip would fold up, preventing the I
ose from eating!
______
--------~---~-..

-- ------

Modern accounts of the moose and its ways are less imaginative, but
no less interesting. ttfost serious studies of moose in North America
have occurred lvithin the last 40 years. In Alaska, knowledge of the
moose has increased rapidly in the last 20 years. This knowledge has
provided a framework for increasingly effective use and management of
moose.
In contrast to the early days of Alaskan history when scattered small
groups of Athabascans depended on moose for a livelihood, Alaska now
has a growing human population, many of whom are interested in moose
for recreation as well as a source of food. At the same time, land
use practices are changing rapidly, and the welfare of moose along
with other natural resources are being affected. Therefore, the
knowledge gained in the last 20 years will not remain adequate, but
must continue to grm,;r. At the same time, our ability to manage the
moose populations must improve. Guidelines for the management of
moose are needed so that Alaska can be assured of the continuing
benefit of sufficient moose for the people's use and enjoyment.
The following policy outlines present and anticipated uses, needs
and problems relating to management and land use, and the Department's
operating philosophy in relation to these considerations.

· . i-&~-i

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the Constitutional
mandate of the State to manage moose on the sustained yield principle
for the benefit of the resource and the people of the State. The
Department also recognizes
that national interests must be considered.
__....,.. .
.
~-~·-·--~~---~~., .,......~·-------~··~~--·-~----~·-

"''""·-~-------~~---,

. . . -~~·~·-~-~-~--·--··--·---·~··-·~-·--~~-F .~-

The Department recognizes that there are many uses of moose, that
present priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and that
management plans must consider all uses.
The Department recognizes that recreation is presently the leading
use of moose in the State. Recreation includes hunting, observation,
and enhancement of the outdoor experience, including wilderness exper
ience. The Department recognizes its responsibility to provide for

all these recreational uses in its management plans, and holds that
these recreational uses are generally compatible.
In most areas of the State, moose will be managed to provide maximum
recreational opportunity. This concept recoenizes the value of the
opportunity to be selective in hunting, to enjoy uncrowded hunting
conditions, to make use of remote areas, and to enjoy various other
experiences which enhance wildlife-oriented activities. Sport hunting
with the gathering of meat as an important consideration has tradi
tionally been the dominant use of moose in Alaska. This use will be
encouraged in most areas, and salvaging of all edible meat will
remain a condition of taking moose.
In selected areas tvith highly developed access and high hunter use,
or where the human population is partially dependent upon moose for
food, moose will be managed for the maximum sustained yield of animals.
Hanagement techniques may include harvest of moose of all sexes and
ages, liberal seasons and bag limits, access inprovement, and habitat
manipulation.
Moose in certain areas of the State will be nanaged to provide hunting
opportunities of the highest aesthetic quality, including the oppor
tunity to take outstanding trophies. l1anagement techniques may include,
but are not limited to, regulation of access and seasons, regulation
of sex, age, and antler conformation of moose harvested, population
manipulation, and preservation of the natural characteristics of the
area.
The Department will encourage recreational observation of moose through
public information and education, and in its management plans will
provide for such activities. Although hunting is generally considered
compatible with recreational observation of moose, certain areas ex
ceptionally suited to moose vie~ving as the prir1ary objective may be
zoned in time or space to restrict hunting in favor of observation of
moose in their most natural population and social structure.
The Department recognizes that moose are a vital food source for carni
vores in some areas, and will provide for this use where significant
competition with human use does not occur.
The Department recognizes that moose are important aesthetic and
biological components of the wilderness ecosysten. Selected areas
may be managed to achieve or retain a wilderness atmosphere. In these
areas the management of moose will be aligned with management objectives
of the area.
Selected areas may be reserved for controlled scientific studies where
moose populations, moose habitat or both may be manipulated to provide
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additional knowledge of moose ecology.
The Department has demonstrated that transplanting moose for restocking
former ranges or stocking vacant habitat can be a useful management
tool. It is also recognized that transplants often have unforeseen
.
.
detrimental effects. Proposed transplants which shm1T potentiallZ---""'-~ _jl . .
,.M-~
~:tl~.~~an.tial publ~ic benefit will be reviewed by the Departme_}l-t/To be "~J..f:«) _.e
approveatranitp1anfs-musf-mee·r~tne·-rorrciwlnE-reqmreiiienfs r· 1) the
\&_,·.··;
,.. ;
1
proposed transplant site must provide sufficient and suitable habitat
ic fc•~;:~··;-<
/
to support a viable moose population as determined by comprehensive
. } /,Ltc.RJ.·,...,J.}
study; 2) prior study must establish that the introduction of moose
/
will not adversely affect the numbers, health or utilization of
_ __..
resident species.
____
-------------·

a.

/

l

------··-------------····-····------~---·-··------Hoose are one of the few still-lvild species that have been domesticated
with any success. In some nations moose meat and byproducts are im
portant commercial commodities. In Alaska recreational hunting of
moose is now and will probably continue to be the major use of moose,
/
with food gathering and other recreational pursuits being additional
. 1 p);..;: ,:~~<·~"'"''"
important considerations. I~ remote areas, where food gathering is {'..ti'-'·U
'

@~a~i!;:;;;~:~.~:!~~a~!~~s~~;:~~~¥~~:!!~;.~ -Jt A;,t,1 -~·- t<lt.l~~

fore, feels that the need f~r commercial ~arvesting or domestica~ion ) · ·-cJcP ·-_.".:_ci:l!._t.,__.~-;_S
of moose for the sale of an~~al products 1s lm-1 ~t the present ~1me,
C~ '"' 'r":.;,_.(!..~,-~
and that the potential confl1cts between commerc1al and recreat1onal
~-...t ...£:'.. -: .
use of this resource should not be encouraged by advocating commercial .;:W,v~,.._...,..J~i~-<L;···"'·
use of moose.
../Li:.~_t-':._,·"'" ct.l•~
• ·1
..;.
t_, v-t...tz{z.. ~~·--L-~~lPvThe Department may issue permits for the capture~ holding and export
of moose for stocking, public education and scientific study but only
after demonstration that suitable habitat or holding facilities are
available to the permittee.

The Department recognizes that research involvin~ moose in Alaska may
be done by other organizations or by individuals. The Department will
request a description of proposed studies and make recommendations for
the benefit of the species and the people of the State. The Depart
ment will cooperate ·1;-.rith other agencies or individuals who conduct
legitimate research on moose.
The Department recognizes that situations may arise requ1r1ng control
of moose. Controls r.,rill be implemented only after an investigation by
Department personnel has determined a valid need exists. The Department
will discourage undue competition with moose by domestic animals or
marginal agricultural ventures. When possible, control will be effected
by recreational hunting. With respect to private property, the Depart
ment's policy is that it is the owner's responsibility to protect his
property from damage by moose. Reasonable efforts must be made to
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protect life and property by means other than the destruction of moose.
lfuere control by removal of moose is necessary, humane methods will be
used and meat will be salvaged.
The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining and
creating suitable habitat for moose and advocates the development and
implementation of comprehensive land use planning for Alaska.
Protection and manipulation of habitat are of foremost importance in
moose management. Much of the highly productive moose range is in
early post-disturbance successional stages. Therefore, disturbances
such as fire, logging in small blocks, and selective land clearing will
be encouraged v1here moose production is the best use of the land.
When possible the Department will engage in habitat manipulation by
the use of fire, mechanical means, or other methods.
Some moose populations depend upon climax sub-alpine, successional
riparian, or marshy lowland plant communities for vital activities
such as mating, calving and feeding. Sue~ crucial habitat areas will
be identified, designated and reserved for these uses.
The Department recognizes the need to provide access for moose hunters
and observers. In areas where moose are managed for maximum sustained
yield of animals, access may take the form of roads, airstrips, snow
machine trails, hiking trails, canoe routes, boat landinr,s and horse
trails. The Department will disseminate information about access. In
areas managed primarily for maximum aesthetics, access may be restricted
to those nonmotorized means listed above.
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CARIBOU

~-1ANAGE't'!ENT

POLICY

The barren ground caribou (Rangifer tarandus) is an important part of
Alaska's fauna. I1uch of this importance stems from the recreational
hunting of sportsmen as well as the sustenance derived from the animal.
This species also has significant aesthetic value.
Caribou habitat requirements include climax boreal forest, alpine and arctic
tundra; a sharp contrast to the transitional flora utilized by most other
cervids. These ranges produce a relatively small volume of usable
caribou forage per unit area and are easily damaged by fire and land
development activities. Caribou have evolved a habit of nearly constant
movement that is necessary to fulfill nutritional requirements and to
prevent overgrazing and excessive trampling. Successful caribou
management requires the retention of large areas of suitable habitat
that allm-;rs unrestricted movement of caribou.
At present there are 13 recognized caribou herds in Alaska. They are the
Adak, Alaska Peninsula, Arctic, Beaver, Chisana, Delta, Fortymile, Kenai,
HcKinley, Hentasta, Hulchatna, Nelchina, and Porcupine herds.
Future caribou management programs must consider the responsibilities
to our Canadian neighbors for those populations which traditionally cross
our borders. Close cooperation must be maintained so as to provide mutually
beneficial management programs.
Although caribou are an important source of protein for many residents
of the state, it is recognized that sustenance demands are decreasing
and will eventually be a minor consideration for mangement purposes.
Recreational and aesthetic uses will far outw·eigh the other uses of the
resource. However~ this transition will be slovr and will occur only as
human cultural and social values are altered.
In light of the trophy aspects associated uith recreational hunting
of large antlered bulls and the demands of nonconsumptive users,
special management consideration will have to be given, in some areas,
to the maintenance of these values. Hanagement plans must recognize
that personal criteria vary by individual \-Jhen defining "trophy" and
nquality"; thus, a progressive program must be initiated to allow for
optimum selection opportunities by recreational users.
CARIBOU POLICY STATEHENT

I J:

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recosnizes the Constitutional
M
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage caribou on the sustained yield 1.1\J<i ,JJJ_~\
principle for the benefit of the resource and the people of the State,
,'\JriJ,y
and also recognizes that national and international interests must be ! v
considered.
·
._1
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The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining suitable
habitat for caribou and advocates the development of comprehensive land
use planning. As caribou are entirely dependent on large undisturbed areas
of habitat, it is mandatory that the land managen'ent plans for the species be
interwoven with those of other species which require more transitional
ranges.
The Department recognizes there are many uses of caribou, that present
priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and that management
plans must consider all uses.
Sport hunting with the gathering of meat as an inportant consideration
is currently a dominant use of caribou in Alaska. This use will be
encouraged in most areas, and salvaging of all edible meat will remain
a condition of taking caribou.
The Department recognizes that some of the state's human population is
JJ
partially dependent on caribou for food. In areas where people rure ::;-;.,,~.1/U. c'1A.iot~..~
~~-catibotl ~or-fOGd, the Department will provide for
liberal seasons and bag limits, within the limitations of maximum
sustained yield.
In areas of the state where the sale or barter of caribou is an economic
necessity, the Department will allm1 for this type of commercial
utilization. Hotvever, this type of use '-1111 generally be discouraged. As
reindeer are available, the Department \vill generally not approve the
domestication of caribou for commercial purposes.
In many areas of the state, recreation is the most important use of
caribou. Recreational uses include: sport hunting in its various forms;
observation, both incidental to other activities and as the primary
objective; and wilderness experience, ,.;hich includes the aesthetic
rewards of being aware of or observing animals in natural interactions
with their environment. The Department recocnizes its responsibility to
provide for all of these recreational uses in its management plans, and
holds that these recreational uses are generally compatible.
In some areas caribou ~vill be managed to provide maximum recreational
opportunity. This concept recognizes the value of the opportunity to be
selective in hunting, to enjoy uncrowded hunting conditions, to make use
of remote areas, and to enjoy various other aspects which enhance wildlife
oriented activities. Regulatory zoning of recreation in time and space
may be used to obtain an optimum level of recreational wildlife uses.
The Department will encourage recreational observation of caribou through
public information and education and in its management plans will provide
for such activities.
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tion, has been the dominant use of elk in Alaska. This use vill be
encouraged, and the Department ~;rill require that all edible meat
be salvaged as a condition of taking elk.
In some areas of the State, elk 1>lill be
recreational opportunity. This concept
opportunity to be sel(-'!ctive in hunting,
conditions, to Etakc use of rei21ote areas
aspects \vhich enhance \lildlife oriented

managed to provide maximum
recognizes the value of the
to enjoy uncrouded hunting
and to enjoy various other
activities.

In selected areas \·lith highly developed access and high hunter use,
elk uill be managed for the maximum sustained yield of animals.
Certain areas of the State vTill be ranaged to provide huntinr;
opportunities of the highest aesthetic quality. IIanagement techniques
may include but are not limited to regulati.on of sex 9 af~e and antler
conformation of animals taken and population nanipulation and
preservation of natural characteristics of the area.
The Department \vill encourage recreational observation of elk
through public information and education, and its manageHent plans
will provide for such activities. Althour;h hunting is generally
considered compatible Hith recreational observation of elk, certain
areas exceptionally suited to elk vie\.ring as the primary objective
may be zoned spatially or temporarily to exclude hunting in favor
of observation of elk in their most natural population and social
structure.
The Department holds that elk rnanagement must be based unon sound
scientific decisions and a fe•..r areas of elk range may be reserved
for controlled scientific studies ,,There elk populations and/or
habitat can be manipulated to provide better opportunities for
applied or basic research.
The Department recognizes that other organizations conduct research
in Alaska involving elk. The Department \'>7ill request a description
of proposed studies and make recommendations in the best interest
of the species and the people of the State. The Department v7ill
cooperate ~,Jith other agencies or individuals uhosc research may
provide useful information concerning elk.
The Department may issue permits for the capture, holdinr; and export
of elk for stocking, public education, and scientific study, but
only after demonstration that suitable habitat or holdinp, facilities
are available to the pernittee.
The Department has demonstrated that transplantinp, elk to vacant
habitat can be a useful tool. It is n.lso recognized that transplants
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often have unforeseen detrimental effects. Proposed transplants
'vhich shoH potentially substantial pvblic benefit Hill be reviared
by the Department. To be approved transplants must meet the
follmTing requirements: 1) the proposed transplant site must provide
sufficient and suitable habitat to support a viable elk population
as determined by comprehensive study; 2) prior study must establish
that the introduction of elk Hill not adversely affect tt·e nunbers ~
health or utilization of resident species.
Elk have been domesticated uith apparent success in oth2r areas.
The Department feels, hmvever, that in Alaska the harvest or domesti
cation of elk for sale or barter of elk htdes ~ meat 9 antlers or other
products are improper uses of the resource and \Jill oppose then.
The department recognizes the importance of maintaining and creatin:.~
suitable ·habitat for elk and encourages the development of couprehensive
land use planninE;"
Protection and manipulation of ;1ahitat are of foremost iaportance
in elk management. lluch of the productive elk ranr;e is composed of
important "fringe" areas Hhere early post-disturbance successional
stages merge vith mature climax forest and a combination of food
and cover is produced. Therefore disturbances such as fire, lop:ginp:
in small blocks :• and selective land clearing cJill be encouraged where
elk production is the best use of the land. Uhen possible 9 the Depart
ment Hill engage in habitat manipulation by mechanical Deans or
fire.
'Tite Department recop,nizes the need to provide access for elk hunters
and observers. In areas clhere elk are managed for maximum sustained
yield of animals the access may take the form of roads 9 airstrips,
snovJ machine trails 9 hiking trails, canoe routes, boat landings,
horse trails and dissemination of information about access. In areas
managed primarily for maximum aesthetics, access tvill be restricted
to those nonmotorized means listed above.
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DEBT:. 1TANAGEl1ENT POLICY
The Sitka black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hemionus sitker:sis) is an
important big gane species in the south coastal regions of Alaska.
Its natural range includes most of tile mainland and islands of
southeast Alaska.
This range has been extended by successful intro
ductions to Prince \Jilliam Sound~ the Yakutat area and Kodiak and
Afognak Islands.
Throughout their range. deer probably provide more. recreational
l1unting tl1art any otlH:=r game species~ Tl1etr srnall size, corapared
to other Alaskan ungulates, makes them easy for the hunter to
carry and the meat is of excellent quality.
South coastal Alaska is the northern limit of deer habitat. The
primary limiting factor is usually Hinter food availal:ility (controlled
by snovJ depth) and populations fluctuate T,Jith severity of tJinters.
In the past, hunting has had little iRpact on most deer populations
in Alaska; hoVJeve:;:, mana8ement plans must anticipate increasinp:
use and all users must be considered.
A deer management policy must be sufficiently flexible to adjust to
changing needs and conditions and must be based on sound biolor;ical
data.
DEER POLICY STATEJ::IENT

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the Constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manap;e deer in accordance Hith
the sustained yield principle to perpetuate the species and for the
benefit of the people of the State and also recognizes that national
interests must be considered.
The Department recognizes that there are many uses of deer 9 that
present priorities may not be the priorities of the future~ that
management plans must consider all uses and be sufficiently flexihle
to adapt to changinf, conditions.
The Department recognizes that deer management must be Lased on
scientific knovJledgc.
The Department recognizes the singular importance of naintaining
suitable habitat for deer and advocates comprehensive land use
planning. Available Hinter range is often a limiting factor on
deer populations. Small forest openinr,s enhance deer range. The
Department Hill encourage forest practices \vhich are beneficial for
deer.
The Department considers

recrc~ation
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the most important usc: of deer.

Recreational use ihcludes: sport lninting, ohservatton, photopraphyt
and aesthetic use including ,Jildetness experience. The Departr11ent
recognizes its responsibility to provide for all of these recreational
uses in its deer management plans.
The Department considers recreational hunting the dominant use
deEir in most of the State. Consistent "~clith its responsibility
manage deer for the benefit of the people, the Depart!"lent l<lill
deer to provide for a) maximum huntinr opportunity, b) maximum
sustained yield of deer and c) maximum aesthetic appeal to the

of
to
manage
user.

l!ost areas will be nanaged to provide greatest hunting opportunity
consistent \-Jith the maximum sustained yield principle. In these
areas, development of nccess and establishment of hunter facilities
t..rill be encouraged. Land nanap;ement practices ~vill be recommended
t-1hich favor high sustained yields of deer.
Some areas to1ill be managed to provide deer huntinr opportunities of
the highest aesthetic quality. Tlds recornizes the ri[:ltt to be selective
in hunting, to enjoy uncroHded huntinr; conditions, to enjoy pristine
areas and other associated factors Hhich enhance recreational hunting.
Managenent techniques may include regulation of access, regulation
of sex, age and number of deer taken and preservation of the natural
beauty of the hunting area. The Departnlent recop;nizes that the
importance of some areas is due to the coPbination of l'Jildlife 1 fish
and aesthetic values of which deer are only a part. The Department
will encourar,e land classifications in these areas l-Thich will
protect the total recreational and aesthetic qualities.
The Department recop,nizes that some tmntero are primarily interested
in taking deer of large size or Hith exceptional antler development
and that sone areas produce more of these animals than others.
Some areas may be nanap,ed for the production of trophy deer. Regulations
and bag limits in these areas will favor the production of trophy
animals.
The DepartRent recor,nizes
Some areas, exceptionally
not cowpatible \-lith other
hunting in favor of other

that there are nonhunting uses of deer.
suited for vieHing or t·7here hunting is
dominant uses, may be zoned to restrict
uses.

A fet-r areas may be reservect for scientific studies t-There deer populations
and/or habitat may be observed or manipulated to provide information
useful for managing deer.
The Department recosnizes that some wild carnivores are partially
dependent on deer for food. The Department will manage deer for
carnivore as well as human use. If substantial conflicts occur
bet"t<-Teen humans and carnivores over the use of deer, the carnivore
population will be IY•anar:;ed in a nanner uhich Hill minimize such
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conflicts, but VYill not jeopardize the .carnivore species.
The Department recognizes that transplantin~ deer to former or vacant
habitat r.1ay be a useful nanagement tool. Proposed transpl&nts of
deer uill be revie~Jed by the Department .and nust r.1eet the follovring
requirewentp to be approved:
1)

A substantial public

be'~.efit

rwst be shot,m.

2)
..A comprehensive study must show that the proposed transplant
site provides sufficient and suitable habitat to support a viable
deer pop!latfon.
I

.

3)
Prior investigatiort must cdnsider t:thether introduction of
deer.wi'll adversely ::tffect the numbers, health, and ud.iizatiori of
resident plan.t and animal species.
'

the Depattm~nt does not consider the harvest of c:eer for any commercial
purpose a proper use of deer and 1-1ill oppose such use.
the Department recognizes that other orranizations may conduct research
in Alaska involving deer. The Department uill re·1uest a description
of proposed studies and make appropriate recor1!T'endations. The Depart
ment will cooperate with other organizations or individuals whose
research may provide useful information concernin:; deer.
The Department may issue permits for capturinr, holding and exporting
deer for transplantinr, public education and scientific study, but
only after demonstration that suitable habitat or holding facilities
are available to the permittee.
The Depart:ment recognizes that situations nay occur reqm.r1ng the
removal of a deer or the reduction of deer nur.1hers in response to
a specific problem. Control w-ill be implenented only after an
investigation by the Department has shown a valid need exists. When
possible, control will be by recreational huntin:"• 1-Jhen control is
necessary, humane methods will be employed.
It is the o>-mer' s responsibility to protect private property from
damage by deer. Reasonable effort nust be made to protect property
by means other than the destruction of deer.
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PROPOSED DALL SHEEP HAl:JAGEllElJT POLICY

vall sheep numbers are necessarily limited by strinrt,ent habitat requirements.
Sheep require range that is relatively snon-free in vrin ter, supnorts the
proper vegetation, and provides adequate escape terrain. In addition, sheep
distribution is possibly restricted by social habit.
The climax nature of sheep range, coupled Hith great vulnerability to vJinter
snovJ and Heather conditions, leads to fluctuations in sheep numbers
under completely natural conditions. For the same reasons, sheep populations
are easily harmed by human disturbance of habitat.
The above considerations, in addition to a very stront; tradition dictatin;:
harvest of only males uith 3/4 curl or larger horns, makes Dall sheel) a
most difficult species to manage. Clinax range cannot be rehabilitated,
r.veather cannot be controlled and, Hith present knm1ledp.;e and attitudes,
fluctuations cannot be effectively damped. These facts indicate, at present,
a conservative approach to management, vJith ntress on research.
DALL SHEEP POLICY STATEllliNT

The Alaska Department of Fish and
mandate of the State of Alaska to
principle in the best interest of
and also recognizes that national
considered.

Game recognizes the Constitutional
manage sheep on the sustained yield
the species and the people of the State,
and international interests must be

The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining suitable
habitat for sheep, and advocates the development and implementation of
comprehensive land use planning.
The Department recocnizes there are raany uses of sheep, that present priorities
may not be the priorities of the future, and that manap;ement plans must
consider all uses.
The Department recognizes that responsible Dall sheep nanar;cment must be
based on scientific knmvledge, and that manaeernent t0chni qucs for sbeeTJ
might change with future advances in kn(wledgP.
In most areas of the state, recreation is the most important use of sheep.
Recreational uses include: sport huntinrr,; observation, both incidental
to other activities and as the primary objective; and wilderness experience,
Hhich includes the aesthetic reuards of bei.n7, aHare of or ohservinp;
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animals in natural interactions with their environment. The Department
recognizes its responsibility to provide for all of these recreational
uses in its management plans, and holds that these recreational uses
are generally compatible.
The Department recop;nizes that recreational huntinc, 1Jith trophy considerations
usually very important, is the dominant use of sheep in r:1uch of the state.
Consistent ·witi1 its responsibility to 111anage game species in the best interests
of the species and the people, the Department vrill manage the resource on
the basis of a) maximum overall recreational opportunity, b) maximum
aesthetic appeal to the user, and occasionally c) Daximum sustained yield
of animals. Regulatory zoninp; of recreation in tir-·e and space may be used
to obtain an optimum level of recreational uildlife uses.
In some areas sheep will be managed to provide naxir:->UD! recreational
hunting opportunity. This concept recognizes the value of the opportunity
to be selective in hunting, to enjoy uncrouded hunting conditions, to
make use of remote areas, to take outstanding trophies, and to enjoy
various other aspects which enhance rJildlife oriented activities.
Certain areas will be managed to provide huntint: opportunities of the
highest aesthetic quality. T'anagement techniques may include, but are not
limited to, rep:ulation of access~ regulation of sex and ap;e of animals
taken, and population manipulation.
The Department uill encourage recreational observation of sheep through
public information and education and its management plans uill provide
for such activities. Althour'h huntinr: is rene rally considered compatible
~lith casual recreational observation of sheep, certain areas except5.onally
suited to sheep vie•-Jinr: as the primary objective nay be zoned in space
or time to exclude hunting in favor of observation of sheep in their
most natural population and social structure.
The Department recognizes that sheep are important aesthetic and biological
components of the w·ilderness ecosystem, and in selected areas will manage
sheep populations to retain or reestablish their nost pristine environmental
relationships.
A fevr areas may be reserved for controlled scientific studies where sheep
populations and/or habitat can be 1'1anipula.ted to provide opportunities
for basic or applied research.
The Department ~.Jill rnanaf~e sheep to provide sustained yields of animals
for humans and for wild carnivore populations that depend uron them for
food. \-Jhenever substantial conflicts arise betHeen humans and predators
over the use of sheep, the predator population t-Jill be managed to minimize
such conflicts. In no case will the predator population be eliminated
in favor of human users.
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The Department does not consider the harvest of sheep for sale or barter
of hides, meat, horns or other parts a proper use of the resource and
tlill oppose it.
The domestication of Dall sheep for commercial purposes is norr'lally not
considered a wise use of the resource and ~Jill be discouraged by
the Department.
The bepartment recognizes that other orf>:anizatitms conduct research in
Alaska invoiving Dal1 sheep;. The Department Hill request a description of
proposed studies and make recomnendations in the best interest of the species
and the people of the state. The Department 1:Jill cooperate r,;ith otl1er
agencies or individuals uhose research raay provide useful information on
sheep.
The Department may issue permits for capturin~, holdinp and exporting
of Dall sheep for stocking~ public education and scientific study, but
only after demonstration that suitable habitat or holdinp facilities are
available to the permittee.
The Department recop,nizes that transplanting sheep for restocking
former ranges or vacant habitat may be a useful management tool. Hm-1ever,
since most big-game transplants achieve only limited success and often
cause unforseen environmental difficulties, they t-Jill be generally
opposed. Transplants may be approved if substantial public benefit can
be shm·m. Proposed transplants vJill be revieued by the Department and
must neet the follm,rinr, minimum requirements to be approved:
1)
The proposed transplant site ~ust provide sufficient and suitable
habitat to support a viable sheep population as determined by
comprehensive study.

2)
Prior study must establish that the introduction of sheep ~trill
not adversely affect the numbers, health, or utilization of resident
species.
The Department recognizes that there is crucial and limited Dall sheep
habitat in Alaska, and tvill discourage undue competition uith sheep
by human encroachment. Since sheep habitat is lir:ited. and irreplaceable,
critical habitat areas v1ill be recognized~ designated and protected.
The Department recognizes that situations may arise requiring the removal
of sheep or the reduction in num0ers of the species in response to a
specific problem. Control rJill be implemented only after an investigation
by Department personnel has determined a valid need exists and in no
case \.]ill sheep be eliminated in response to such a problen. Hhenever
possible, control uill be effected by recreational hunting. Hhen control
by the Department or its designees is necessary, humane methods ''Till be
employed.
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It is the owner's responsibility to protect his property from damage by
sheep. Reasonable efforts must be made to protect life and property
by means other than the destruction of game. Poison bait and other
nonselective means tvill not be used.
The Department recognizes the need to manipulate access for recreational
users of sheep. Since aesthetic and vJilderness values are important in
recreational uses of sheep, and since sheep are very vulnerable to human
disturbances, regulation of access ~..rill in many cases consist of
providing the public 'vith information about trails, scattered airstrips,
and other facilities calculated to produce low hunan densities.
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EOUNTAIN GOAT l1AUAGEHEi1T POLlCY

The mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus) is an inhabitat of the coastal
mountain ranges of Alaska from the Panhandle northeast to the Susitna
River. Small local populations also occur in the Talkeetna and l·!ranrle
mountains.
Over most of their range mountain goats are relatively abundant and have
suffered adversely only in areas of intensive human activity. Areas
exist, particularly m1ay from the coast 9 uhere mountain p:oat populations
have declined. These declines may be due to hunting or other unknoun
factors. Some evidence suggests that mountain goat population trends on
inland ranges may not be related to normal fluctuations occurring in
coastal populations.
llountain goat transplants have been made to Baranof, Chichip,of and Kodiak
Islands. Populations have become well established on Baranof and Kodiak
Island and hunting is noH permitted. TI1e status of the Chichigof introduction
is still uncertain.
Hountain goat hunting in Alaska is primarily a recreational pursuit. Although
some subsistance-type hunting does occur i t is conducted -.;Jithin the regula
tions established. for sport hunting. Trophies and meat are generally
considered secondary benefits of a successful hunt, although, both horns
and hides are high in trophy value and the meat is excellent.

HOUNTAIN GOAT POLICY STATEHENT
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the Constitutional mandate
of the State of Alaska to manage mountain rroats on the sustained yield
principle for the benefit of the people of the State, and also recognizes
that national interests must be considered.
The Department recognizes there are many uses of rilountain goats, that
present priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and that
management plans must consider all uses.
The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining suitable
habitat for mountain goats~ and encourages the development of comprehensive
land use planning that ~rlll provide for preservation of important mountain
goat ran3es.
The Department recognizes recreational uses as the only legitimate use
of mountain goats. Recreational uses include: sport hunting in its
various forms; observation 1 both incidental to other activities and as
the primary objective; and "tvilderness experience, 'tvhich includes the re•vards
of being aware of or observing mountain goats in natural interactions witi1
their environment. The Department recognizes its responsibility to
provide for all of these recreational uses in its nanagement plans, and
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holds that these recreational uses are penerally cortpatible.
The Department recognizes recreational huntine: as the dortinant uses of
mountain goats in much of the state. Consistent Pith its responsibility
to manage game species for the benefit of the people 9 the Department \~ill
manage mountain goats on the basis of a) maximun~ overall recreational
opportunity, b) maximum sustained yield of animals to be harvested,
c) maximum aesthetic appeal to the user. Regulatory zoning of recreation
in time and space may be used to obtain an optimum level of recreational
use.
!

In selected areas mountain goats niJ.l be managed td provide maxil!'lum
recreational opportunity. This concept :recoenizes the value of the
opportunity to be selective in hunting~ to enjoy urtcrowded hunting
conditions:.> to make use of remote areas, and to enjoy various other
aspects which ehhance wildlife-oriented activities.
In selected areas with hir;hly developed access and high hunter use, mountain
goats t-1ill be managed consistent 1j7ith the maxirnum sustained yield principle.
Certain areas will be managed to provide huntinr; opportunities of the highest
aesthetic quality. :r:anar;ement techniques may include, but are not limited
to~ reRulation of access and population manipulation.
Areas may be reserved for controlled scientific studies ~·lhere mountain
goat populations and/or habitat can be manipulated to develop and test
new management techniques.
The Department will encourar,e recreational observation of game through
public information and education and in its managerr.ent plans lldll provide
for such activities. Although hunting is generally considered compatible
with other recreational uses~ certain areas exceptionally suited to nonhunting
uses may be specially zoned in favor of a nonhuntinf! use.
The Department recognizes that transplantinG mountain goats for restockinp
former ranges or vacant habitat may be a useful management tool. Proposed
transplants ~dll be reviewed by the Department and r.mst meet the following
minimum requirements to be approved:
1)
The proposed transplant site must provide sufficient and suitable
habitat to support a viable mountain goat population as determined
by comprehensive study.

2)
Prior study must establish that the introduction of mountain
goats will not adversely affect the numbers, health~ or utilization
of resident species.
3)

A definite need for or a significant benefit must be demonstrated.
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The Department does not consider the harvest of mountain goats for sale
or barter of hides, meat, or horns a proper use of resource and will
oppose it.
The domestication of mountain goats for commercial purposes is not
considered a wise use of the resource and 1:1ill be discouraged by the
Department.
The Department recognizes that other organizations conduct research in
Alaska involving mountain goats. The Department will request a description
of proposed studies and make recommendations for the benefit of the species
and the people of the state. The Department 'vill cooperate with other
agencies or individuals whose research may provid.e useful information on
mountain goats.
The Department may issue permits for the capture, holding and export of
mountain goats for stocking, public education and scientific study, but
only after demonstration that suitable habitat or holding facilities are
available to the permittee.
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BISON 1"'ANAGEUENT POLICY

The American bison or buffalo (Dison bison) is one of the more
interesting species of big game in Alaska and has achieved an
importance out of proportion to its numbers. This importance
relates to its size, the high regard hunters have for it as a
trophy and meat animal, and its status as a symbol of the original
'lrdldlife populations of North America.
The bison is an exotic to the state, having originally been trans
planted from Hontana. The species has, however~ be com¢ ~vell
established in certain locations in the state and public interest
is high in maintaining and proliferating these populations. Be
cause the bison is an animal largely dependent upon a grassland
type, the pdtential for expansion of bison within the state is
limited.
BISON POLICY STATErlliNT

The Alaska nepartroent of Fish and Game recognizes the constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage bison on the sustained yield
principal in the best interests of the people of the state.
The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining and
developing suitable habitat for bison and encourages the development
of comprehensive land use planning.
The Department recognizes that there are many uses of bison, that
present priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and that
management plans must consider all uses.
Recreation is the most important use of bison. Recreational uses
include: sport hunting; observation, both incidental to other
activities and as the primary objective; and vJilderness experience,
which includes the aesthetic retJards of being aHare of or observing
bison in natural interactions \.lith their environment. The Department
recognizes its responsibility to provide for all of these recreational
uses in its management plans and holds that they are generally compatible.
The Department recognizes recreational hunting as the dominant use of
bison in the state. Consistent ldth its responsibility to Banage
bison in the best interests of the resource and the people, the
Department will manage the resource on the basis of: a) maximum over
all recreational opportunity, b) maximum sustained yield of animals
to be harvested, c) maximum aesthetic appeal to the user.
~
~VJy
:tIn some areas~ bison \Jill be Managed to provide maximum recreational
ofiv1Y"-:v0 '"'r'~
b~
opportunity. This concept recognizes the value of the opportunity to i.~.£\ ~it l.J,}o--~r'""""'
be selective in hunting, to enjoy uncrm-rded hunting conditions 7
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to make use of remote areas, and to enjoy various other aspects
which enhance wildlife orientated activities.
In selected areas v1ith highly developed access and high hunter use,
bison will be managed according to the maximum sustained yield
principle. tlanar;ement techniques may include close regulation of
hunter activities under a permit system, regulation of access,
regulation of sex and age of animals taken, and population manipu
lation.
In some areas, recreational observation of bison is one of the more
important uses of the resource and the Departnent will encourage such
observation through public information and education activities and
will provide for such activities in its manager,1ent plans.
The bison is one of the fe~·l game animals that has been successfully
domesticated, both in Alaska and else•¥here, anci is one of the few
>-lhich the Department may, by lavl, allm..r private mvnership and domesti
cation. Under most circumstances, however, the Department does not
consider the removal of wild bison to private otmership for commercial
or other purposes a \vise use of the resource and \-lill usually discourage
this use.
The Department recoenizes that other organizations may conduct research
in Alaska involving bison. The Department will request a description of
proposed studies and make recommendations in the best interests of the
people of the state. The Department \vill cooperate with other agencies
or individuals whose research may provide useful information on bison.
The Department may issue permits for capturing, holding, or exporting
of bison for stocking, public education, and scientific study, but
only after demonstration that suitable habitat or holding facilities
are available to the perNittee.
The Department recognizes that transplanting bison for stocking vacant
habitat may be a useful management tool. Transplanting of bison will
be approved only if substantial public benefit can be shown. Proposed
transplants will be reviewed by the Department and must meet the follow
ing minimum requirements to be approved: 1) The proposed transplant
site must provide sufficient and suitable habitat to support a viable
population of bison as determined by comprehensive study, 2) Prior
study must establish that the introduction of bison \vill not adversely
affect the numbers, health, or utilization of resident species.
The Department recognizes that situations nay arise requiring the
removal of an animal or the reduction in nunbers of a bison herd in
response to a specific problem. Control uill be iraplemented only
after an investigation by Department personnel has determined a valid
need exists.
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tlhenever possible, control ~>Till be effected by recreational hunting.
tJhen control by the Department or its desi3nees is necessary, humane
methods lvill be employed and the animals will be salvaged.
It is the otmer's responsibility to protect his property from damage
by bison. Reasonable efforts must be made to protect life and property
by means other than the destruction of bison.
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HUSKOX HANAGEriENT POLICY
The muskox (Ovibds moschatus) is one of the most interesting and
controversial game animals in Alaska. It is an animal adapted
to existence in the high arctic and excites the imagination of
many who consider it a unique and endangered species.
Muskoxen are found irt Greenland and across Canada's northern arctic.
They were once endemic to the northern coast of Alaska but dis
appeared from Alaska during the 1850's; probably as a result of
over hunting by Eskimos and the effects of marginal climate and/
or habitat conditions. Few, if any, white r1en ever saw a muskox
from the original Alaska population.
The species was reintroduced to the state in the 1930's by the
Federal government, ~o1ith 34 animals transplanted to Nunivak
Island. This population increased to about 760 animals by 1968
but began to decrease due to population pressure and decline of
their habitat. Muskoxen from Nunivak have been reintroduced
to various locations in Alaska's arctic ~>Jith the hope of
establishing them throughout their former range along the arctic
slope. Because the parent herd on Nunivak is on a National
t"lildlife Refuge under the management jurisdiction of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, close cooperation and joint agreement
of objectives is necessary to achieve satisfactory management of
this species.
HUSKOX POLICY STATEMENT
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage muskox on the sustained
yield principal in the best interests of the people of the state
and also recognizes that national interests must be considered.
The Department recognizes that there are many uses of muskox, that
present priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and that
management plans must consider all uses.
The Department recognizes that responsible muskox management must be
based upon scientific kno-v;ledge.
In many areas of the state recreation is the most important use of
muskox. Recreational uses include: 1) Carefully regulated sport
hunting; 2) observation, both incidental to other activities and as the
primary objective; and 3) wilderness experience which includes the
aesthetic reli7ards of being atvare of, or obse rvinc-, animals in natural
interactions With their environment. The Department recognizes its
responsibility to provide for all of these recreational uses in its
management plans and holds that these recreational uses are Generally
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compatible.
The muskox is unique among Alaskan game animals in that one of the
primary roals of management will be to manage certain populations (for
example, I!univak Island) to produce the maximum number of animals for
restocking of vacant or fonaer habitat in the state. ?.~anagement of
these populations must therefore be ained at maximum health and prb
ductivity of the herd to produce the maximum number of young for
transplanting. Due to the impracticality of transplanting adult bulls~
management of these populations, t-rill of necessity involve the removal
of surplus males by other neans, preferably sport hunting.
In areas t-Jhere sport hunting of muskoxerl is allm-1ed they tvill be
managed to provide hunting opportuniUes of the highest aesthetic
quality. l'fanagement techniques may include, but are not limited to~
regulation of access, regulation of sex and age of animals taken~
temporal and spacal zoning of hunting activities~ and regulation
of methods and means used to take muskoxen.
Although muskox flesh is highly palatable, the Department does not
consider the taking of muskoxen primarily for food a 1jdse use. The
Department does not consider the harvest of muskoxen for the purpose
of commercial sale or barter of hides, meat or horns a proper use of
the resource and will oppose it.
The Department recognizes that other orr,anizations conduct research
in Alaska involving muskox. The Hunivak Island herd, in particular,
offers a unique opportunity for scientific study because it is the
only known completely successful transplant of wild muskox. The
Department will request a description of proposed studies and make
recommendations in the best interests of the people of the state. The
Department will cooperate with the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and
Hildlife and other investigators ~Jhose research may provide useful
information on muskox.
Opportunities for recreational viewing will be limited due to the
remoteness of muskox habitat. The Department will encourage appreciation
of muskoxen through public information and education programs.
The muskox is one of the fell species of Alaskan game animals that
offers some potential for domestication for commercial purposes.
The Department -will continue to recognize scientific investigations
designed to determine the feasibility of this use. The Department
will oppose domestication as the only use of the species, or domestication
in situations that 1~ill materially interfere with management of wild
muskoxen.
The Department recognizes that transplanting muskoxen to restock former
ranges or vacant habitat may be a useful management tool. Proposed
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transplants will be revieued by the DepartTI'.ent and must meet the follov.r
ing minimum requirements to be approved: 1) The proposed transplant
site must provide sufficient and suitable habitat to support a viable
population of muskoxen as determined by comprehensive study: 2) Prior
study must consider hhether the introduction of muskoxen will adversely
affect the numbers, health or utilization of resident species.
The Department recoznizes the singular importance of maintaining suita
ble habitat for muskoxen and encourages the development of compre
hensive land use planning. The Department uill continue to assist and
support the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Hildlife in their program of
range management on Nunivak Island.
The Department recognizes that situations may arise requiring the control
of muskoxen by means other than transplanting o.ncl hunting. When control
by the Department or its designees is necessary, humane methods \11ill be
employed. Control methods will be directed tovmrd reestablishing proper
sex and age composition of the herd. Naximum scientific educational and
\velfare use will be made of all animals tal:en.
The Department may issue pennits for capture, holding, and exporting
muskoxen for stocking, public education, scientific study or domesti
cation, but only after demonstration that suitable habitat or holding
facilities are available to the pe~ittee. Permits will not be issued
unless substantial benefits 'tvhich are consistent \17ith the primary
objectives of muskox management can be shmm.
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BRot-JN/GRIZZLY BEAR HANAGENENT POLICY

Alaska contains one of the largest populations of brown/grizzly bear
(Ursus arctos) remaining on the North AQerican continent. A true
"wilderness" species the larr;e carnivores have slowly retreated fror.1.
the advance of civilization 1:vith only remnant populations remaining in
the contiguous United States. Even those feu reraaining constantly
compete for space with humans tvho seem unable to draft an acceptable
policy of coexistence.
The eventual fate of the brmm/grizzly bear n:ay not entirely depend on
the creation of vast tracts of unspoiled "wilderness" The obvious
conflicts occurring in large national parks support this assumption.
Instead, the future of the bears lies in the reassessment of human
values to include reasonable cohabitation. Bears are not constant
competitors and usually the major conflicts have resulted from improper
land planning and classification, marginal economic pursuits, and basic
misunderstandings of bears and their behavior.
This lack of understanding reaches into the ranks of naturalists and
scientists who, until recently, listed several different species of brmm
and grizzly bears. Scientists have recently reclassified all brown and
grizzly bears as one species. In popular usage the term grizzly bear
is applied by most people vJhen speaking of those found in interior and
northern Alaska. 1be bears in these areas are usual1y smaller than the
so-called "brotm" bears found along the coast, possibly because they
lack the rich supply of fish and other food available to coastal bears.
Trophy class~fication of the hv<> groups, based upon arbitrary geographical
bohnclaries, has further confused their scientific classification.
Although brown/grizzly bears are sometimes tal~en for food, their r:reatest
values are associated 1:vith recreational "trop:by" hunting and theif aeBthetic
appeal to the photographer and other nonconsumptive users. All of these
uses must be provided for in management plans. In addition, management
planning must consider that personal criteria vary by individual when
defining "trophy" and "quality"; thus, a pror;ressive program must allov1
optimum selection opportunities by recreational users.
BROHN/GRIZZLY POLICY STATEH:ZNT

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the Constitutional mandate
of the State of Alaska to manage brmvn/grizzly bears on the sustained. yield
principle for the benefit of the resource and the people of the State,
and also recognizes that national and international interests must be
considered.
The Department recoBnizes the singular inportance of maintaining suitable
habitat for brovm/grizzly bears, and encourages the development and
implementation of comprehensive land use plannin~.

The Department recognizes there are many uses of brmm/ grizzly bel!r? that
present priorities may not be the priorities of the future~ and that manaroe
ment plans must consider all uses.
In most areas of the State~ recre'iltion is the most important u~e bf
brovm/grizzly beflrS. Recreational uses include: sport hunting in •its
various forms; observation~ both ihcidental to other activities and as
the primary ob~ective; and wilderriesc experi~ttce~ which.includes the aesthetic
rewards of beirlp auare of or observihg animals in natural interactions
t·iith· their <.mvirortrn.ent. The Department recognizes its responsibility to
provide for all of these recreational uses in :f.ts management planS 9 ahd
holds that these recreational uses are r;eneraliy compatible.
Sport hunting has traditionally been the doninant use of brown/grizzly
bears in Alaska. This use T;dll be encouraged in most areas, and salvaginp:
of hides and/or meat Hill remain a condition of taking bears. Regulatory
proposals will consider pelt primeness and continued protection of cubs
and sows with cubs.
In some areas brm·m/p:rizzly bears ~-Jill be manap:ed to provide maximum
recreational opportunity. This concept recognizes the value of the
opportunity to be selective in hunting~ to enjoy uncrmvded conditions~
to make use of remote areas, and to enjoy various other aspects
which enhance wildlife oriented activities. Regulatory zoning of recreation
in time and space may be used to obtain an optimum level of recreational
wildlife uses.
In selected areas ~'lith highly developed access and high hunter use~
brot-m/grizzly bears r,Jill be manar,ed consistent with the maximum sustained
yield principle.
Certain areas will be· r.1anaged to provide huntinr; opportunities of the
highest aesthetic quality. lfanagement techniques may include, but are not
limited to season manipulations~ regulation of access and regulation of
sex, age and numbers of animals taken.
The Department tJill encourage recreational observation of braun/grizzly
bears through public info:rnation and education and in its management plans
will provide for such activities.
The Department does not consider the harvest of hrmm/grizzly bear for sale
or barter of hides or meat a proper use of the resource and will oppose
it. The Department \·7ill not approve the doMestication of brown/grizzly
bears for commercial purposes.
A feu areas may be reserved for controlled scientific studies where brown/
grizzly bear populations and/or habitat can be studied and manipulated to
provide opportunities for research.
The Department recognizes that other organizations conduct research in
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Alaska involving brmm/grizzly bears. The Department uill request a
description of proposed studies and make recommendations in the best interest
of the species and the people of the State. The Department will cooperate
Hith other agencies or individuals 1-1hose research may provide useful
information concerning bears.
The Department may issue perraits for capturinG, holdine and exporting
brown/grizzly bears, for stocking, public education and scientific study,
but only after dempnstration that suitable habitat or holdi~g facilities
are availabie to the perbittee.
·

'
The Depattnettt
recognizes that transplantin~ brmm/grizzly bears for
restocldttg former ranges or vacant habitat is usually infeasible but
under ideal conditions nay be a useful management tool. lnporting
and transplanting of bears r-till be fienerally opposed, but nay be approved
if substantial public benefit can be shoHn. Proposed transplants will be
revierved by the Departnent and must 1~1eet the follouins rninimum requirements
to be approved:'
1)
The proposed transplant site must provide sufficient and suitable
habitat to support a viable population of brown/r,rizzly bears as determined
by comprehensive study.

2)
Prior study must establish that the introduction of brmm/grizzly
bears will not adversely affect the numbers, health, or utilization
of resident species.
The Department recognizes that situations nay arise requirinp: control of
brown/grizzly bears. Controls \lill be implemented only after an investigation
by Department personnel has determined that a valid need exists but shall
never be carried out to such an extent as to endanr,er the bear population
in question. The Department ~'7ill discourage undue competition with bears
by domestic animals or marginal agricultural ventures.
l\lhenever possible~ control \Jill be effected by recreational hunting. It
is the m·mer' s responsibility to protect his property from damap:e by
brown/grizzly bears. Reasonable efforts Etust be made to protect life
and property by means other than the destruction of bears. Hhere control
by removal of bears is necessary~ humane methods ~'rill be used and the
hide and skull t-lill be salvaged. Poison bait and other nonselective means
vdll not be used.
TI~e

Departnent recognizes the need to provide access planning and control
for bro~m/grizzly bear hunters and observers. In some areas l.Jhere bears
are managed for maximum sustained yield and/or maximum recreational
opportunity, access nay take the form of roads, airstrips, hiking
trails, canoe routes, boat landings, horse trails, and dissemination of
information about access. In areas managed primarily for trophy hunting
and/or other uses, access nay be restricted to some or all of those
nonmotorized means listed above. Seasonal time and. area zonine may allm·7
for compatible uses of the resource, hmrever, and lvill be encouraged.
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POLAR BEAR ':AnAGEHENT POLICY

The polar bear (Ursus maritimus) is an important and unique
game species which~ in sone parts of its range, is under management
jurisdiction of the State of Alaska. People throughout the world have
an interest in this species because of its uniqueness as a large
carnivore sparsely distributee! in a habitat that is lar8ely unknoun
and inimical to man.
iJational as well as international aspects of polar bear management have
aroused considerable interest. riany bears are born on land controlled by
one or another of the various nations surroundinr; the polar basin and
spend much of their lives in international Haters, sometimes moving
from one national sector of the high seas to another. A corn.prehensive
polar bear. management policy must recoplize international, national,
and state interests from ecological, recreational, economic and
scientific standpoints.
The challenge in polar bear management is to maintain rational manap:ement
of the species, ~·lithstand.ing economic pressure on one side and emotion
alism by those vrho consider this species endangered on the other.
POLAR DEAR POLICY STATElrEUT

The Alaska Department of Fish and Gar~e recop;nizes the constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage polar bear on the sustained
yield principle in the best interests of the people of the state and
also recognizes that national and international interests must be
considered.
The Department recognizes that there are several uses of polar bear,
that present priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and
that manafJeMent plans must consider all uses. The Department recognizes
that responsible management of polar bear must be based upon scientific
knmV'ledee.
Recreation is the most important use of polar bear in Alaska. Recreational
uses include: sport hunting~ primarily for the trophy value of the
species; observation~ incidental to other activities and. as the primary
objective; and v7ilderness experience, Hhich includes the aesthetic
rewards of being aware of or observing animals in natural interactions
t.;rith their environment. Because of the remoteness of polar bear
habitat, recreational use through observation is likely to be
minimal. The Department recognizes its responsibility to provide
for all of these recreational uses in manageneP-t plans and holds
that these uses are generally compatible.
The Department recognizes trophy huntine; of polar bear as the dominant
use in the state. One of the primary goals of management vTill be to
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provide maximum opportunity for recreational hunting of high aesthetic
quality. Various manasement techniques Hill be employed to achieve
this objective:
Seasons vJill be long to provide huntinz opportunity to a Maximum
number of persons and to keep concentrations of hunters to a ninimun,
2) Cubs and females ~"ith cubs uill be protected, 3) The Department
will encourage the development of polar bear huntinr; from the ground,
ice, or water only and oppose the use of aircraft in takinE bear.
1)

Observation and photography of polar bear ts a limited recreational
use vrl1ich could become more popular in the future. The Department
will encourarr,e this use and provide the public with information
relatinr; to it.
The Department recognizes that some coastal residents utilize polar
bear as a source of food and uill make alloHances for this use in
management plans.
The Departnent does not consider the harvest of polar bear for the f
purpose of selling the hide a valid or ~·lise use and vJill oppose it.
The Department recognizes the continuin8 need for studies of polar bear
biology and. ecolOEY and. realizes that some of these studies ma.y be
conducted by cooperating agencies or individuals. The Department ~11ill
request a description of proposed studies and make suitable recommendations.
The Department will cooperate vrlth other agencies or individuals whose
research may provide useful information on polar bear.
The Department may issue permits for capturing, holding and exporting
of polar bear for stocking? public education, and scientific study,
but only after demonstration that suitable habitat or holding facili
ties are available to the pernittee.
The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining
suitable habitat for polar bears and encourap;es the development of
comprehensive plans that will consider tl1e effect of industrial
development on the biological components of this habitat.
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BLACK BEAR l'lANAGEHENT POLICY
Unlike most species of Alaska's fauna, black bears (Ursus americanus) also
occur in each of the 48 contiguous United States, as well as throughout
sub-arctic Canada. Hithin Alaska, the black bear is the most commonly
,I'·,
observed large carnivore~ and perhaps the most adaptable to human
.· :i\
0
encroachment on its range• It ~s found in r:;ost forested areas of Alaska, o ').,):~~
with the exception of therSeWard)md Alaska Peninsulas and Ko.. diak and ft .PJ ·'f_p..~v;J<:·':· .•~
some other islands.
.~
. ~-·--------~
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Because of their
ability to live near human settlement, black bears provide ·\:V
I
many with their best opportunity to observe an impressive predator under
wild conditiops. HovJever, when precautions are if!.nored, black bears frequently
become nuisance animals near human habitation. Black bears also kill youn~
moose and deer, although the extent of predation is probably slight.
BLACK BEAR POLICY STATEI:!ENT
TI1e Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the Constitutional mandate
of the State of Alaska to manage black bears on the sustained yield
principle in the best interests of the species and the people of the State •

.

The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining suitable
wild or semi-wild habitat for black bears, and advocates the development
and implementation of comprehensive land use planning.
The Department recognizes there are many uses of black bears, that present
priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and that management plans
must consider all uses.
Recreational uses of black bears are the r:ost important uses throughout
the state. Recreational uses include sport huating; observation, both
incidental to other activities and as the primary objective; and wilderness
experience, which includes the aesthetic re~;mrds of being atvare of or
observing bears in natural interactions with their environment. The
Department recognizes its responsibility to provide for all of these
recreational uses in its ma.11agement plans, and holds that they are generally
compatible.
The Department recognizes recreational hunting as the dominant use of black
bears in much of the state. Consistent with its responsibility to manage
game species in the best interest of the species and the people, the
Department will manage the resource on the basis of a) maximum overall
recreational opportunity, b) maximum aesthetic appeal to the user, c)
maximum sustained yield of animals to be harvested. Regulatory zoning of
recreation in time and space may be used to obtain an optimum level of
recreational ~Jildlife uses.
Black bear hunting is most often trophy-related recreation.
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It involves

the opportunity to be selective in huntinr;~ to obtain a pleasing trophy,
to enjoy uncrmvded huntinp: conditions, to make use of rem.ote areas,
and to enjoy various other aspects Hhich enha11ce Hildlife oriented
activities. Certain areas will be managed to maxinize high-quality
recreational hunting, opportunity consistent with the above considerations.
Hanagement techniques tJay include but are not limited to, regulation of
access regulation of sex and age of animals taken, and population manipulation.
The Department t·lill encourage recreational observation of black bears through
public information and education, and its management plans >-Jill provide for
such activities. Although hunting is generally considered compatible with
casual recreational observation of bears, certain areas exceptionally suited
for black bear viewing as the primary objective may be Z(H.• <';a .iE .s;.;, :::1. <'r time
to exclude hunting in favor of observation of bears in their most natural
population and social structure.
The Department recognizes that black bears are important aesthetic and
biological components of the wilderness ecosystem, and in selected areas
will manage them to retain or reestablish their most pristine environPlental
relationships.
The Department recognizes the blue (Glacier Bear) of the black bear are
unique and desirable varieties and ~Jill nanage populations containing
these color phases in favor of these p,enotypes.
The Department recognizes that some of the state's human population is
partially dependent on black bears for food. In areas -v1here people are
primarily dependent on r-ame for food the Department t-Jill provide for liberal
seasons and bag limits~ 'VJithin the limits of maxiMum sustained yield.
A fev1 areas may be reserved for controlled scientific studies where bear
populations and/or habitat can be manipulated to provide better opportunities
for applied or basic research.
The Department recognizes that other organizations conduct black bear
research in Alaska. The Department vill request a description of proposed
studies and make recomraendations in the best interest of the species
and the people of the state. The Department will cooperate with other
agencies or individuals Hhose research may provide useful information.
The Department does not consider the harvest of black bears for the sale
or barter of hides, meat or other parts as a valid use and will oppose
such harvest or sale.
The Department does not consider domestication, taming, or restraint of
black bears by private or commercial ventures as valid uses and will oppose
such uses.
The Department may issue permits for capturing, holding and exporting
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black bears for stockinf 9 public education or scientific study~ but only
after deraonstratim'l that suitable habitat or holdinf' facilities are availal:>le
to the permittee.
The Department recov:nizes that transplantinp; black bears for restockinp
former ranees or vacant habitat 11ay someday becor.ne a useful r1anagement
tool. Transplanting blacl: bears may be :;pproved if substantial public
benefit can be shm;rn. Proposed transplants vJill be revieuecl !:>y the
Department and must rteet the follouing minimum requireme~:tts to be approved:
The proposed transplant site nust provide sufficient and suitable
habitat to support a viable population of bears as deternined by conprehensive
study.

1)

2)
Prior study must establish that the introduction of bears uill
not adversely affect the numbers, health, or utilizz(tion of resident
species.
1:Jheuever substantial conflicto are proven to arise bet>:Teen humans and black
bears over the use of prey, the bear population 1:dll be n:anaged to w.inira:lze
such conflicts. In any such cases, the various recreational, trophy and
aesthetic values of the hears -:-Jill be considered eqm~.lly Hith similar values
of the prey species in the final r1anageF1ent decision and in no canes
,,Jill black bears be completely eliminated.
The Department recor:nizes that situations may arise reqm_rlnp. the removal
of an animal or the reduction in numl\ers of black bears in response to a
specific problem. Control Hill be ir1plementec! only after an investigation
by Department personnel i.tan deteruined that a valid need exists. Hbenever
possible, control uill 1,e effected by recreational huntin~. \.jhen control
by the Department or its desigr.ees is necessary 9 humane TI!ethods will
be employed.
It is the mvner's responsibility to protect his property from damage by
bears. Reasonable efforts nust be n:1ade to protect life and property by
means other than the destruction of bears. Poison bait and other non
selective JJ'eans t-~ill not he used. Bounties are not consi(1ered a desirable
IT~ans of control.
Although access is important i.n uJ.ximizinE recreational opportunity •
the Department recor::nizcs that black bears thrive Gest in at least
semi-isolated circumstance:;:; and that the prinary recreational uses of
black. bears are best served in uncrouded conditions. Therefore access to
black bears Hill be provided ;Jrinarily by methods encouraginf: lmv human
densities~ such as public information~ hikine trails~ canoe routes~ horse
trails~ air strips.
Zoning by time ,,rill be employed vJhere several compatible
uses are possible in one area.

IJOLP

JfANACE~1ENT

POLICY

The wolf (Canis lupus) preys prima.rily upon large T~\ai!lrP.als; as a resuJ..t,
it is one of the most controversial conponents of t;;e uorlrl v s fauna.
Because of the \mlf 1 s proclivity for eatin3 large mammals • man has
actively attempted to linit and in soF!e cases eliminate the 110lf as an
undesirable competitor. Control efforts hc.ve successfully depressed
~;wlf numbers in uestern I;urope and parts of Asia; ir: Russia an intensive
campaign to exterminate the vmlf tms launched after \Jorld. 1:-lar II \-Jith
apparent success in sor;;e .:-treas. In i'Jorth America, wolves are noH rare
in T'exico, and absent fron the conterr0inous United States except in Einnesota
(rer,mant populations also exist in a fe\J states o.n(:. strayt:: 1;;.ay occur
in some states bordering Canada and ir'. some national parks). They
range in abundance froB rare to common throup:hout Canada; r;enerally
they have been r!epres:-:>ecl only in areas devoted to aj~riculture.
In Alaska 1 Halves occur throur:;hout the nainland 2nd sor'le of the uajot'
islands in southeast Alaska TJherever bi;c rame populations are sufficient
to sustain ther:1. Their distribution in Alaska has not been greatly
affected Ly civilization except in the immediate vicinity of urban
areas and on the reindeer ~·razing ranc;es of the Sm,,rard Peninsula -vJhere
continuous formal control by the tJ. S. flepartnent of Interior? Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and f-Jildlife has p:reatly reduced. their numbers.
'l'he challen;:e today is to establish manap;ement policien that 'Jill insure
perpetuation of the species durine: the forthconing period \Jhen nany
nonreneuable and reneuable resources are beinr: exploited~ often
t·7ithout cognizance of lonr; tern.~ implications to other values. The
mobilization of resources for industry comes at a ti~r1e 'Jhen additional
insight into predator-prey relationships is probable and at a time
~:Jhen cultural values are beinr; reassessed.
Pressure from this ecological
awakening may assist in r:;aining recognition for rational narrager:1ent of
all wildlife 9 including the uolf.
Traditional manacement has emphasized naximun production of ungulates
.. •
•
. •
•
c
•
• '·
for utJ..L:lzatJ.on by man 9 pr1.n.ar1ly :t..or suLs1.stence and recrea.t1on • . w-v1~
however, there is a considerable movement touard protectinr: a.l.l components
of the environment and aesthetic or nonconsunptive uses uill gain
1 •
•
· f u 1.
•
• 1 an~~
...; use pract1.ces.
"
"'.to a cons1.· d.eraole
prom1nence
1.n
extent • a mean1ng
man~eenent policy for ~:o~~es _is dependent. upon a conprehensive land use
poll.cy for all lands ~nti:nn t11e state. SJ_nce rrolves are largely
dependent upon ungulate populations • they -vJill SE:rv:i.ve if ungulates are
managed successfully, r)roviding they receive a minir:mm of protection
from lmmans. In this senne uolve.s can be considerec.! an indicator of our
steuardship of Alaska 1 s land. Land areas supportine: a sub::>tnntial
population- of ·Halves have uot been severely aLused by nan.
Additional infornation on the ecology of oolf populations and their
relationship to unsulate and small nammal populations is required in
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order to sustain a progressive manager1ent policy.
\JOLF POLICY STATEI:EiiT

The Alaska Department of Fish and Gane recognizes the constitutional
mandate to manage tvolves on the sustained yield principle for the benefit
of the species and of the people, and also recor;nizes that national :md
international interests must be cons:i.dered.
The Department recognizes that successful manap-ement of "twlves is
directly related to mainta:i.nine; adequate prey almndance -;;-;rhich in turn
is dependent upon development of 3 comprehensive land use progran for
all lands Hithin tflfo state. The Department 1i:ill encourar;e the develop
ment of a land use plan.

The Department recognizes that there are 1:1any potential uses of the
twlf resource and that present priorities r:1ay not be the priorities of
the future. Hanap;ement plana tmst consider a.ll prol)able uses.
The many uses of the \·JOlf resource dictate that priorities of use be
assigne<.l. These assignrnents are l;<ade in the specific management policies
listed belou and further elaborated upon in area manae;ement plans.
The Department holds that recreation is the most beneficial use of
the \·mlf population. In this context, recreation includes sport hunting
in all of its forms, and aesthetic uses. The Department holds that these
uses have the highest priority and that they are compatible vJhen applied
within the sustained yield concept.
Aesthet:i_c uses here are limited to vie,ring Hnd listening to uolves in
their natural state uhcre they are a natural component of the fauna.
\·Jolf pelts are in consideraLle demand in the domes tic and commercial
fur trade. Accordingly 9 the Department suT)ports tLe concent of
reasonable seasons and ba:-- limits :ln those areas Nhere wolf populations
are sufficiently high and during the period w·l1en pelts are prime for
,,...- ,'(J
the purpose of allovlinr; trappers the opportunity to kill Halves for
.iJ, ,j.)-;,~N.t,''.
their pel. t:s.. Trappins way include usinr; aircraft in takinr; -:wlve~\;?C~fi;.;,v.·...J,'• c¥
where twlf populations are higb and. uhen other nethods and means for
_!')J:·u . ~effectinr, adequate harvests <•.re not feasible.
t'-~~·~::·.'·

£-.

lie~.~.~·. .,.-1
-~,-.u!;.._~
Aerial hunting of Halves is ;;enerally not considered a desirable means
for sport hunting and the Department uill not encourar:e it. i1evertheless
when Holves are abundant to the point of seriously affectinf, man's
utilization of a prey species~ aerial huntLtg of twlves is preferable
to the ~use·--oi.~Eoxfcanfs::'".--···--·
n Ji'
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Control as used in this policy statewent refers to the physical
manipulation of a Holf population for a spf:!Cific purpose after a need .. ~~:tl,;'\4·~
for control has been clearly demon:::;tratect.
i,A,,ct,..i.,cl

l·t

Control when impleMented shall consist of renoving only that portion of
the vJOlf population necessary to achieve the required protection for the
threatened prey population. Control shall be carried out 1,Jith hur'ane means
excluding toxicants (Alaska Statutes, Title lG, PoHers of the Doard).
iThenever possible control shall be effected through aerial shootin7,,
hunting, trappinE>; and snarinr; under recreational use. Chemosterilants
may be employed if the need for control is not il'1r>ediate and if this
technique becomes feasible.
If the foregoinr. teclm:i.ques are not adefjuate
the Department r.1ay enrr,ase in aerial shoo tine;, trappinr:; and snaring of
,,rolves to effect the desired control.
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Control to benefit gaP1e population •Till Le exercisec~. by the 11epartP1ent . · -1.:\..'"N"' .; • :~
Cf. '
~-\._;,
t "';
Only after it has been clearly der~onstrated throuc;h
(··
investi<>ation
(
t'•at
_________
". ,!1M-'-"·.·'.-.
,
.
J_._,:.JV
~volves a_rg. the p..rir>1ary mortality factor to a r;ane population and tllat · _,. ,;.,;;_,,.,--<"_':'~~ J,J~'-:'their continued use of the game population tl1reatens its existence
t"'t };"';:,_~-A.·.~-J
t
or competes excessively vith human utilization of the san.e gane population. 1 .,,1J~SL' ..~...~;"1<
..
•
Furtherrnore, before control •tly the Departnent 1s
undertal,cn tt1e
f!epartment t,.
1:"'""~-"' \
shall deternine that recreational use of the Half population as herein
defined vlill not provide t!1e required abater.tent of predation.
~',.,,l'-

The responsibility for control to benefit agricultural interests rests.\IIJ!r..•-u-u,/
largely vrith the individual ene;agcd in the affected ap;ricultural
practice as provided for in the "Enerf.ency Tal:.:inp- F:cr;ulation" Article
10. Section 370. 1970-71 IZe~3ulations.
On federal lands the Departrnent of Interior claims some jurisdiction
over the uildlife resource and the procedures for ir:!pler:Jentin,-,; control
are c u rr~~JJ!.~~~~~! go i!~lLE~Y~ ':~' • .. . !'~~ f::<!X.c.ll.f;!~E. _gf_ t;lL~ .. cl_g <::t~< i,gg J)X. tJ!.~-----.....
Federal Q!epartnent_§5f!le State naintains prinary responsibi.litv for the
..· , ,.j
v1elfare oTWonPopulations and for control that affect these populations.
t};..Ll.<:J-._; ,t '1 '
If the' Depar~raen t beco~es involved in c~ntrol f?r the benefit of ~;~riculturel ~:~1::.Tt~:
Hhen tne agn.cultural 1nterests cannot uefend tnemselves control urpleP1ented (}...(q'J'"~r.Lc".-;i,~)
by the Department uill follo•7 the sane steps set fortll al•ove.
rf&-;.~ Qj[.;~L

.

It-is remotely possible that 1:mlves could he vectors of disease orf!anisr,;s ',
,detrimental to publi.c health. If such a situation should be deT'10nst
\<;5mtrol >JOuld be implemented as set forth above.

1

The Departr,1ent recop:nizes that the transplantirw of cmlves r~.av
be a useful tool. Proposed transplants uill be revier;ed by ti1e
Department and must meet the follmlinr; ninimur:1 require1112nts to be
approved:
1) It must be established by prior study that the introduction
of ~-mlves Hill not materially impair the populations, bcalth or
utilization of indieenous organisms.
2) A definite need for or a sip;nificant potential benefit fror< the
transplant of Folves rr:ust be demonstrated.
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3)
The proposed transplant site must be proven to support suitable
habitat for wolves by an adequate ecological study.
The Department recognizes that successful management of the wolf resource
is in part dependent upon a further understandinc of the relationships
of the ,.,olf to its environment. Research activities by the Department
and qualified cooperators v7ill be encouraged in order to provide a
continuous flovl of information that will provide the basis for a continued
refinement of management policies.
The Department may issue permits for the capture and export of live
but only for purposes of stocking, public enjoyment and
education.

~valves
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WOLVERINE HANAGEHENT POLICY

The wolverine (Gulo gulo) has been the object of considerable mythology
throughout its circumpolar range. Huch of the folklore stems from the
wolverine's tendency to utilize a wide variety of food--food often gathered
by another. These habits brought the wolverine into conflict with man.
As the wolverine is also equipped with powerful ja\vS t offensive musk
glands and the seemingly insatiable appetite co~mon to weasels, man concerned
himself more with eliminating this competitor and in furthering the folk
lore than he did with attempting to learn facts about the wolverine.
As the ~.rolverine \-JaS gradually extirpated or greatly reduced in
numbers, particularly in Fennoscandia and in the conterminous United
States, man finally did notic:_..~~;.!_:~ithin the past 15 years a number of . J. "'"~_,fi:,:../·
studies, in Fennoscandia and~ussi~d the United States, have be~~"--~~~.:,:~ , ,t::{.·
reported.
--------------I!'- 'it•."-{.!1. ,.,...v.··
Holverines never ~:vere common in any part of their circumpolar range.
They can be considered a rare species even "tiTithout man's interference.
In Alaska they occur throughout the mainland and on some of the major
islands in southeastern Alaska, vlherever there are sufficient game
populations to sustain them.

..t:
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Their distribution in Alaska has not been greatly affected by civilization.
The challenge today is to establish management policies that will insure
perpetuation of the species during the forthcomin0 period when many of
the nonrene>-Jable and renewable resources are being exploited. The
mobilization of resources for industry comes at a time when there is
a cultural reassessment afoot in the country. This pressure may assist
in gaining recognition for rational managenent of all wildlife including
the wolverine.
Additional information on the ecology of Holverine populations and their
relationships to ungulate and small mammal populations is required in
order to sustain a progressive management policy.
t.JOLVERINE POLICY STATEtffiNT

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the c.~~--:&t:ft·!ti_on-il
mandate to manage wolverine on the sustained yield principle for the
benefit of the species and of the people, and also recognizes
that national and international interests must be considered. The
Department recognizes that successful management of \<Jolverines is directly
related to maintainin:::; adequate prey abundance uhich in tu.ru is depenr!.ent
upon development of a comprehensive land use pro~~ran for all lands
within the state. T'he Departi•1ent will encourar.:e the development of a
land use plan.
The Department recognizes that there are many potential uses of the
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wolverine resource and that present priorities may not be the priorities
of the future. ~1anagement plans must consider all probable uses of the
resource.
The Department holds that recreation is the most beneficial use of
the wolverine population. In this context recreation includes aesthetic
uses and sport hunting in all of Hs forms. The Department holds that
these uses have the highest priority and that they are compatible
when applied within the sustained yield concept.
~-Jolverine

pelts have considerable value in the domestic and commercial
fur trade. Accordingly, the Department supports the concept of
reasonable seasons and bag limits during the period when pelts are
,\
prime for the purpose of allovling trappers the opportunity to lcitt /t:Jt.t~
wolverine for their pelts.
As wolverine populations are presently understood, it seems most
unlikely that control ~dll ever need to be implemented (control as
used in this policy statement refers to the physical manipulation of
a population for a specific purpose after a need for control has been
clearly demonstrated). In the unlikely event that this conclusion
is proved in error, control, when implemented, shall consist of
removing only that portion of the Holverine population necessary to
achieve the required protection for the threatened prey population. tl:l;,,v,·'~}:~'Je :- )·
Control shall be carried out with humane mean~excTudin·g~--toxl"caiifs" -- ~ <v'~"~....:L"I\..,
......-'(~,~
\(Alaska Statutes, Title 16, Pmvers of the Board).
.v

...

"()

&-

....

Hhenever possible, control shall be effected through trapping and
snaring under recreational use. Chemosterilants may be employed if
the need for control is not immediate and if this technique becomes
feasible. If the foregoing techniques are not adequate the Department
may engage in aerial shooting, trapping and snaring of wolverines to
effect the desired control.
Control to benefit game populations will be exercised by the Department
only after it has been clearly demonstrated through investigation that
wolverines are the primary mortality factor to a game population and
that their continued use of the game populations threatens existence
of a species or competes excessively with human utilization of the
same game population.
Furthermore before control by the Department is undertaken the Department
shall determine that the recreational use of the r,wlverine population
as herein defined Hill not provide the required. abatement of predation.

i'l
Responsibility for control to benefit agriculture rests largely with
1£'-lf"
the individual engaged in the affected agricultural practice as provided /"'
for in the "Emergency Taking Regulation" Article 10, Section 370, 1970-71
Game Regulations.
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On federal lands the Department of Interior claims some jurisdiction
over wildlife resources and the procedures for implementing control are
currently undergoing review. Regardless of decisions by federal
~tmen"~ the State maintains primary responsibility for the welfare
of wolverine populations and for control activities that affect these
populations. If the Department becomes involved in control for the
benefit of agriculture when the agricultural interests cannot defend
themselves control implemented by the Department tdll follow the same
steps set forth above.
It is remotely possible that wolverines could be vectors of disease
organisms detrimental to the public health. I f such a situation should
be demonstrated control would be implemented as set forth under "Control 11 •
The Department recognizes that the transplanting of 't·JOlverine may be
a useful management tool. Proposed transplants t-Jill be revie~J"ed by the
Department and must meet the follovling minimum requirements to be
approved:
1)
It must be established by prior study that the introduction of
wolverines will not materially impair the populations~ health or
utilization of indigenous organisms.
2)
A definite need for or a significant potential benefit from the
transplant of wolverines must be demonstrated.
3)
The proposed transplant site must be proven to support suitable
habitat for wolverine by an adequate ecological study.
The Department recognizes that the successful management of the
wolverine resource is in part dependent upon further understanding of
the relationship of the wolverine to its environment. Research activities
by the Department and qualified cooperators will be encouraged in order
to provide a continuous flow of information that will provide the basis
for- a continued refinement of management policies.
The Department may issue permits for the capture and export of live
but only for the purpose of stocking, public enjoyment and
education.

~·:rolverine
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SEAL

Mili~AGE11ENT

POLICY

In Alaskan waters there are five species of true (phocid) seals, including:
the harbor seal (Phoca vitulina) ringed seal (Phoca hispida) 7 bearded seal
(Erignathus barbatus), ribbon seal (Phoca fasciata) and the northern
elephant seal (:rUrounga angustirostris). Of these only the harbor seal
occurs along most of Alaska's coastline. The arctic seals (ringed,
bearded and ribbon seals) are confined to the Bering Sea and waters north
of the Bering Strait, while the elephant seal is an occasional visitor to
southern Alaska.
To many coastal-dtvelling Eskimos, arctic seals (the ringed, bearded, and
ribbon seals) constitute an important source of food, clothing, equipment
and income. Sport and commercial hunting is carried out but is not a major
use of the resource. Few conflicts be~1een seals and fisherman arise primarily
because the arctic seals feed on crustaceans and benthic fish.
In areas south of Bristol Bay the harbor seal is harvested in significant
numbers by commercial hunters and is also taken by sport hunters. Few
seals are taken for subsistence purposes. Because they are fish eaters
and are known to take salmon, harbor seals are often viewed as competitors
by salmon fishermen. Until recently a bounty Has paid for these seals.
I

/l
Departmen~-=~ ~~~~~--~~- ~~~·;;;:-;~~ze·:. t~:-~:::~-~-~:~onal ~\~~t: ., ~-~~i-;A/]
SEAL POLICY STATEHENT

-~---~,""!

The Alaska
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage seals on the sustained yield
principle in the best interests of the resource and the people of the
State, and also recognizes that national and international interests
be considered.

//-"

\f'-1H'2cc{.i

In all areas south of the arctic region, sport hunting for seals is
recognized by the Department as a high priority use and will be encouraged
commensurate with the status of local seal populations.

-·
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The Department recognizes that many residents of coastal villages in arctic
Alaska are dependent upon seals for a substantial part of their food supply.
The Department holds that this use is the most beneficial use of the seal
resource in that area and has priority over all other uses. The Department
will provide for liberal seasons and bag limits consistent with the maximuf'l
sustained yield concept of wildlife management.
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The Department recognizes there are many uses of seals, that present
priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and that management
plans must consider all uses.

\Jhere serious conflicts develop between sport and commercial hunting
sport hunting will be given priority consideration. \vhere sport hunting
becomes the major use of the resource, seasons and bag limits will be

;,-r,j-·

1.:-e~'r

<;,~f.(l/t.l_ '

established to provide maximum recreational opportunity. Pelt primeness
under these circumstances vlill not be the major factor for determining
hunting seasons.
Commercial hunting of seals for their pelts in selected areas of the
state is recognized by the Department as a desirable use of the resource.
In these areas seals will be managed for maximum sustained yield of
animals and to provide maximum value of pelts.
The Department will encourage recreational observation of seals through
public information and education and in its plans will provide for such
activities. In general, hunting is considered compatible with recreational
observation.
Certain areas exceptionally suited to seal vie~·7ins may be zoned temporarily
or permanently to exclude hunting in favor of observation of seals in
their most natural population and social structure.
The Department recognizes that situations may arise reqUl.n.ng the
removal of a seal or the reduction in numbers of seals in response to
a specific problem. t..Jith respect to seals engaged in depredations of
fish caught by fishermen, the Department's policy is that it is the
owner's responsibility to protect his property from damage by seals.
This may include destruction of the animal, however, such control shall
be directed only at those seals involved in fish depredations or gear
destruction activities.
The Department uill become involved in reducing a. seal population in
a specific area only after it has been clearly demonstrated through
investigation that seals are the primary mortality factor to a fish
population and their continued use of the fish competes excessively with
human utilization of the same population. Control, ~·lhen implemented,
shall consist of removing only that portion of the seal population necessary
to achieve the desired results. In all such cases, the commercial and
recreational values of seals will be weighed against similar values of
the fish species.
A few areas may be reserved for controlled scientific studies where
seal populations can be manipulated to provide better opportunities for
applied or basic research.
The Department recognizes that other organizations conduct research in
Alaska involving seals. The Department will request descriptions of
proposed studies when desirable and make reco~~endations to benefit
the species and the people of the State. The Department will cooperate
with other agencies or individuals whose research may provide useful
information concerning seals.
The Department may issue permits for the capture, holding and export
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of seals for public education and scientific study, but only after
demonstration that suitable holding facilities are available to the
permittee.
The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining
suitable habitat for seals and encourages the institution of controls
on the use and development of the marine environffient.
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SEA LIOIJ

liAJ:lAGE~IEiiT

POLICY

Ti1e Steller sen Eon (Eunetopias jubata) is a com1,1on resident of the
littoral zone of the north Pacific Ocean and Eerinr ~-;ea. In Alaska the
largest rookeries are found on the Aleutian Islands and along the Alaska
Peninsula.
Although sea lions are \Jell adapted to a life in the sea, they c:.o utilize
selected land areas, generally reBate island beaches exposed to the open
sea, •Jhere they come ashore to rest or breed anr~ rcive birth to their younr.
i.lormally they do not nigrate, althour:h population shifts occur at various
times of the year.
Sea lions are primarily fish eaters but are knmm to feed on crab, bivalves,
octopus and other food ite;;1s in the sea. It is because of their food
habits, especially 1Jhen ti:1ey feed on fish sucll as salraon or nalibut~ that
they sometimes feel the •·7rath of a fishernan. Control Eteasures are
exercised by nany individual fisllen1en in order to protect their catch.
Often, hm,rever, killine of sea lions is carrteo. out indiscrirdnately.
Once extensively utilized by natives of Alaska, se.:! lions today are i"1arvested
in relatively SHall numbers for the fur trade. The potential for r;reater
use, particularly by commercial eaterprises requiril!f: animal protein for
human or animal consunction, is considerable. Any nanagei'lent plan nust consider
future consur,1ptive uses of the resource.
SEA LIOf! POLICY STATE?iE:1T
The Alaska Departnent of Fish and Gane recop;nizes the Constitutional raandate
of the State of Alaska to nanage sea lions on the sustained yield principle
in the best interest of the resource and the people of the State. and
also recognizes that national and international interests n.ust be
considered.
The Departnent recor,nizes that present use of sea lions is

limited~

ti1at

the potential for r;reater use is considerable 1 tl;at present priorities

r,1ay not be tl1e priorities of the future, and that manar;enent plans
must consider all these aspects.
The Departuent recognizes that in selected areas sea lions are ir;;.portant
for vieHing, corn.mercial products, and scientific study, and vTill provide
for all these uses in its management plans.
The Department reco[r,nizes that the pelts of sea lions c.re commercially
valuable and that other parts of the anir1al may becone valuable in the
near future. The Department supports the concept of a carefully rer;ulated
harvest in certain areas. In these areas sea lions uill be ruanared for a
maximum sustained yield of animals.
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Sport huating for sea lions has never been a couraon use of the resource
and it does not appear that it liJill be in the forseeable future. Sport
huntine 'iJith no subsequent utilization of the aniwal is uot considered &
"tvise use of the resource and \·lill be opposed by the Department.
The Departf'lent uill encourar;e recreational observation of sea lions throup;h
public information and education and in its plans uill provide for such
activities. Properly conducted harvestins does not unduly disturb the
remaining anir.1als and is :'enerally considered compatible uith recreational
observation. Certain areas exceptionally suited to sea lion vieHin3 nay
be zoned, temporarily or pernanently~ to exclude hunting in favor of
observation of sea lions in their most natural population and social
structure.
The Department recocnizes that situations uay arise requirinr: tile removal
of a sea lion or tl1e reduction in numbers of sea lions in response to a
specific problem. ~.Jith respect to sea lions enr a?,ed in depredations on
fish caught by fishernen, the Department's policy is that it is the
owner's responsibility to protect his property froB danaee by sea lions.
This may include destruction of the aninal. Such control, houever, shall
be directed only at those sea lions involved in depredations on fish or
destruction of gear.
The Department -vlill become involved in reducing a sea lion population in
a specific area only after it has been clearly demonstrated through
investigation that sea lions are detrinental to a fish population and
are cOElpeting excessively uith human utilization of the fisl1 resources.
In such cases the comr.1ercial and recreational values of sea lions uill
be v1eighed arainst silailar values of the fish species. Control, Hhen
implemented, shall consist of removin8 only that portion of the sea lion
population necessary to achieve the desired results.
A fev1 areas uay be reserved for controlled scientific studies \vhere sea
lion populations can be Hanipulated to provide better opportunities for
applied or basic research.

The Department recofnizes b1at other orpanizat.ionn conduct sea lio-n. research
in Alaska The Department uill request descriptions of proposed studies~
Hhen desirable, and make recorilmendations to benefit the species and the
people of the State. The Departr,1ent will cooperate ~vith other agencies or
individuals 1i7hose research may provide useful infori'lation concerninr, sea
lions.
The Department may issue peno.its for the capturircr., holdinf., and exportinf
of sea lions for public education and scientific study, but only after
denonstration that suitable holdint, facilities ar~ available to the
permittee.
The Department recoenizes the sine;ular importance of naintaininr
suitable habitat for sea lions and encourages the institution of
controls on the use and development of the rnarine e:cwironnennt.
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SEA OTTER HANAGEHENT POLICY
The sea otter (Enhydra lutris) is historically a valuable furbearer
and, more recently, a popular subject for observation.
Excessive commerical hunting for furs between 1742 and 1911 reduced the
numbers of sea otters to a dangerously low level. Under 50 years of
complete protection, an.d careful management since Alaska became a state,
sea otter numbers have increased. Today the species is in excellent
condition. Populations have completely recovered in portions of its
range although in some areas are still belm·J their maximum size.
Through natural dispersal ancl Department transplants, there are nov1
at least small numbers of sea otters in most Plajor parts of their
former range.
In those areas where populations have completely recovered, an annual,
harvestable surplus is being produced. While sea otter pelts are not as
valuable as they were in the 19th Century, they still commmand high prices
necessitating strict control of harvesting. However, through careful
management, surplus animals can be safely harvested.
Sea otters are entertaining to watch. They are relatively tolerant of
humans and their habits are such that they nay be vieHed frequently and for
long periods of time. Huch of the current appeal of this species is
based on its recovery from near extinction. lfany people who will never
have the opportunity to see a sea otter, derive satisfaction from knowing
that they still exist as a natural component of the fauna.
SEA OTTER POLICY STATENENT
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recosnizes the Constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage sea otters on the sustained
yield principle in the best interests of the species and the people
of the State~ and also recognizes that national and. international
interests must be considered.
The Department recognizes that there are many uses of sea otters,
that present priorities may not be the priorities of the future, and
that management plans must consider all uses.
The Department Hill strive to produce, in selected areas, maximum
yield of animals for recreational opportunity. Recreational uses
include observation, enhancement of the Hilderness experience, and
scientific study. Sport hunting for sea otters is not considered
a wise use of the resource and will be discouraged.
The Department recognizes recreational observation as the dominant
use of sea otters. The Department ~vill encourap,e recreational
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observation throup:h pul_:,lic information and education and in its
nanagement plans Hill provide for such activities. Properly
conducted l:tarves tine; does not unduly dis turh the renc.:ri.ninr>:
animals and is generally considered compatible ·vlith recreational
observation. Hmrever, certain areas exceptionally suited to sea
otter vie\·Jing may be zoned spatially or tenporarily to exclude
harvesting in favor of observation of sea otters in their natural
envi ronnen t.
Ti1e Department recognizes that sea otters are important aesthetic and
biolop;ical components of the ·vJilderness ecosys tet'!, anc in selected areas
Hill r.1anaGe sea otter populations to retain or reestahli:;b t-heir
original environnmental relationships.
The Departraent recor;nizes that sea otter pelts are cohnercially valuable
and that sea otters have traditionally been rer;ardet! as fprbearers. The
Department supports the concept of a carefully rezulated harvest in certain
areas provided that:
1)

The population of the area is producing a harvestable surplus.

2)
The surplus is not contributing to the repopulation of an
adjacent area.
3)
The harvest does not significantly impair the opportunity for the
public to observe the species.
In areas Hhere harvestinG is desicnated as the prhtary usR ~ the Department
vlill nanage sea otters for a maximun sustained yield of anir<1als.
A fev areas may be reserved for controlled scien.tific studies ,;Jhere sea
otter populations and/or habitat can he manipulated to provide opportunities
for applied or basic research.
The Departnent recognizes that other organizations com:uct sea otter
research in Alaska. The Department uill request a description of
proposed studies and make reconmendationD in the best interest of tr:e species
and the people of the state. The Department uill cooperate vJith other
agencies or individuals vihose research nay provide use2ul information
concerning sea otters.
Tile Departraent may isr;ue permits for the capture, holdiug and export of
sea otters for stoddnr;? public education and scientific study 9 but only
after demonstration tltat suitable habitat or holdin~; facilities and
transportation are available to the permittee.
The Depart1:1ent has demonstrated that transplantinrr, sea otters for restockin:~
former ranr,eG is a useful manar;eHent tool in some instanceG. Future sea
otter introductions may be approved if substantial public benefit can be
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shown. Proposed transplants will be reviewed by the Department and must
meet the follo-vling minimum requirements to be approved:
1)
The proposed transplant site must provide sufficient and suitable
habitat to support a viable sea otter population as determined by
comprehensive study.
2) Prior study must establish that the introduction of sea otters to
areas that did not historically support sea otter populations will not
adversely affect the numbers 9 health or utilization of resident species.
Production of sea otters for transplant vdll have a higher priority than
harvesting as long as such transplants will contribute significantly
to the repopulation of former sea otter habitat.
The Department vill become involved in controlling sea otter populations
only after it has been clearly demonstrated through scientific study
that sea otters are the primary mortality factor to a fish or shellfish
population and that their continued use of the fish or shellfish
population threatens its existence or competes excessively with
human utilization of the same population. Control, if implemented,
\vill consist of removing only that portion of the sea otter population
necessary to achieve the desired results. In all such cases,
aesthetic, recreational, ecological and commercial values of the
sea otter vlill be considered equally Hith those of the prey species.
Sea otters have strict requirements for food and clean sea water,
making them difficult and expensive to hold in captivity. The
Department feels that fur farming of sea otters is not feasible and
is an improper use of the resource and will oppose it.
The Department recognizes the singular inportance of maintaining
suitable habitat for sea otters. It will discourage undue competition
with sea otters by fishing and industrial practices and will encourage
the institution of ~vater quality standards a.nd zoning the use of the
marine environment to reduce such competition.
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~JALRUS

HANAGm1EJ:JT POLICY

The Pacific ~..ralrus (Odobenus rosmarus) has played and continues to
play a key role in the settlement and support of residents along the
coasts of the Bering and Chukchi Seas. For centuries, ~valruses
provided meat, skins, oil, ivory and other products essential to the.
well being of a succession of Eskimo cultures. Drastic reduction of
Pacific walruses during the late nineteenth century ~vas a major factor
contributing to the collapse of several Eskimo settlements in the
northern Bering Sea region. Historical records indicate that as
many as 100,000 walruses 1iJere taken for commercial purposes by 'ivhalers
during the decade from Hl70-1880. The number of PaciHc walruses prob
ably reached a lou- point bettJeen 1930 and 1950, uhen an estimated
45,000 animals existed. Since that time the population has continued
to increase and at present is estimated to be about 100,000 animals.
tvalruses are of great importance to the contemporary subsistence
economy of western Alaska. They also provide the basic raH material
for home industry and retail sale of artifacts Hhich are marketed
throughout the state. In the subsistence economy, vJalruses provide
a major and relatively reliable source of food and locally important
by-products. tJithin the cash economy, they are of increasing importance
because of the established demand for ivory and the expanding demands
for other products such as hides.
The philosophical attitudes of coastal residents concerning the walrus
are changing in relation to the purposes for uhich they are hunted.
Subsistence hunters considered themselves successful vJhen an adequate
supply of meat was secured. l'iagnitude of the harvest depended on the
need for food. In the present subsistence-cash econol'1y, hunting is
continued long after the need for food has been net. Larger harvests
mean greater 1,1onetary returns to the hunters and fewer raen are novl
willing to stop hunting when walruses are still available. A trend
toward increased hunting, primarily for ivory, has been evident during
recent years. Doth male and female vmlruses possess tusks and therefore
are both equally suitable to hunters. All of the prerequisites for a
return to the era of commercial exploitation are present.
Regulations imposed since statehood have effectively protected the
female segment of the ~·mlrus herds and still provided for food require
ments of coastal residents. The harvestable surplus of nales is finite,
and careful attention is necessary to insure that this segment of the
herd is not subject to over-exploitation.
The greatest challenge to successful Halrus uana:::;ement in the immediate
future will involve manipulation of animal harvests to provide pri
marily for the food requirements of coastal residents and secondarily,
for a nece,ssary limited cash income based on ivory, other tJalrus
products, and the returns derived from accoMmodating sport hunters.
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Based on our kn01ivledge of "standing stock" and productivity of the
Pacific walrus population, expanded commercial harvests by either
American or Soviet hunters cannot be tolerated.
WALRUS POLICY STATEIIENT
The Alaska Department of Fish and
recognizes the constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage walruses on the sustained.
yield principle in the best interests of the people of the State and
also recognizes that national and international interests must be
ide red.
In managing walruses the Department recoznizes t:!:tat national and
international interests must be considered, that there are many present
and potential uses of ~valruses, that present priorities may not be
priorities of the future, and that management plans must consider all
uses.
The Department recognizes that many residents of coastal villages in
Northern Alaska are dependent upon 'i-7alruses for a substantial part of
their traditional food supply. The Department holds that this is the
most beneficial use of the walrus resource in that area and at present
has priority over all other uses. The Department v1ill provide for
seasons and bag limits consistent with this use of the resource \vithin
limits imposed by the walrus population level and its productivity.
Hunting of >valruses primarily to obtain ivory for use in the home manu
facture of arts and crafts has increased as the dependence of coastal
residents of walruses as a source of food has decreased. The Depart
ment recognizes that a limited harvest of tvalruses, primarily for
ivory used in hor:1e nanufacture of carvings, is a valid use of this
renewable resource until such time as alternate sources of income are
available to coastal residents. Iiouever! the Department r:Jill not
permit excessive Ylalrus harvests solely for the purposes of supplying
other increasing demands for raH ivory or ualrus products.
Sport hunting is a minor~ but increasing use of ualruses and~ in vieu
of the increased monetary return to coastal residents and decreased
demands on the resource, it is recognized by the Department as a high
priority use. Sport hunting of '"alrus will be encouraged commensurate
~:vith the status of the "tialrus population.
The Department Hill encourage recreational observation of Halruses
through public information and education and in its managerilent plans
will provide for such activities. V:Jith the exception of established
walrus hauling grounds, hunting is considered compatible "l'lith recrea
tional observation.
Certain areas exceptionally suited to vieHing "tJalruses ~ particularly
the hauling grounds~ may be zoned to limit or sxclude hunting and
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other forms of disturbance, in favor of recreational and. scientific
observation of these animals under natural conditions.
A few areas may be reserved for controlled scientific studies where
local walrus populations can be manipulated in order to provide better
opportunity for applied or basic research.
The Department recognizes that other organizations and institutions
conduct research from ?r within Alaska involvin~ walruses. The Depart
ment irJill request descriptions of proposed studies and results of
completed studies. Results of such studies will be considered in
management deliberations related to walrus. The Department will
cooperate with other agencies or individuals uhose research may pro
vide useful infomation concen1ing walruses.
'rt1e Department may issue limited permits for the capture, holding and
export of walrus for public education and scientific study, but only
after demonstration that suitable facilities are available to the
permittee.
The Department recognizes the singular importance of raaintaining
suitable habitat for walruses, and will recommend and encourage the
institution of controls on development and exploitation of the marine
envi ronmen t.
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FUEBEARER UANAGE:tiENT POLICY
The history of Alaska has been closely tied with the utilization
of the fur anim2.l resources. The early e·.x:plcration and settle
ment of Alask::.:. \vas prima:c:ily motivated by t:1e desire to harvest
the vast fur ::minrrl resources o:i' the area 'dhich is now recognized
as the State o£ Al<:;ska. The constitu;:ion of Alaska and the Alaska
legislature have empout.!red the Hoard of I~ish and Garr,e to define
"Fur .Animals li aild to p::~o Ji,:ie special regulations under tvhic!1 they
may be harvested. Deave:::, coyo i.:e, a:rcti-:: fox~ red fox, lynx, rilar
ten, a:i.nk, \r7eascl~ maskrat ;. land otter" sea otter, raccoon, rec.:
squirrel, flying e>qui::rel, ground squirrel, r1armot, HOlf and
vmlverine have bee~: def1nec1 as fur animals. Separate management
policies have been pl:~pared for sea otter~ uolf and -vwlverine and are
not covered uncle~~ the ftrc:bearers policy statenent.

A great deaJ. of d:l.vr~::::s::_cy e:;.:i_sUo \vithin the grou-;:. defined as fur
animals. Some j'n::· EJ.linals, 2uch as beaver and r~uskrat, are herbivores
and others, such ;1s ot;::er ;:mel lynx) are ca:t:nivores. The populations
of some fur an:tuals fluctuate greatly and others are comparatively
stable. For rnost speci_es of fv::bearers, r:opulation fluctuations
occur indepeliden: of pr:::sc:.-,.lt hflrve~'t levels.
In the recent pa.st the ha:cvest of furbearers has primarily been to
obtain the pelts for thei:· economic value. This use of furbearers is
rapidly changing bec.:~use of changing econor!l.ic and social values.
In order to accommodate these changing values it may be necessary
to revie1,7 this policy :_n the future.
Consider:inr:: the vast differences
between the v;;r:Lous spec::' es of fur anim.qls and the many variations
'vh:ich affect their managernent~ it is likely that specific management
policies for Eom~ species may be necessary or desirable in the future.
FURBEi~HER

POLICY STATE2!:ENT

The Alaska Depa<.:i::mcnt of Fish and Game recor;nizes e1e constitutional
mandate of the State to manage fur animals for the benefit of the
species involved and the people,
The Depart-nent also recognizes
that there is a hig~1 na::tonal and international interest in the
harvest of flr:b.::'arers <mri that Hhen a fur animal species is
harvested that the harve~~t nay he on a sustained yield basis. The
Department recogni.zr:s numerous uses of furbearers. Sone aninals
are trapped for their eomruercial pelt value and others are shot
primarily for recreation awl food.
To identify the uses and
establish thei.r prioritL:s ior each species vould not be consistent
with the purpose: of this furbearer policy stater;ent. Priorities
established wit'1iu thL:; policy statement '\Ii1l api)ly in general to
the group defined as fur aninals ~ and present priorities are not
necessarily priorities of the future.
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Tile Department recognizes that the major use of fur aninals is
hunting and trapping for the econoral.c value cf their pelts.
S.everal of the species defined as furbearers are also important
as prey species for other animals. It is therefore, entirely
in keeping Hith the primary management objective to nan age some
species of furbearers as prey species for other species of fur
bearers. Sone fur aninals? such as heaver~ nuskrat, lynx, and
squirrel are important as human food. \..Jhen the value of furbearers
as food to the people of Alqska exceeds the commercial value of the
pelt, pcpulations shall be Evmaged prilnarily for :wnan fooc,
The DepartmeE': rec0g11izes that Cvllsiderable recreation is derived
from the hunti:1g and i.:rappi1:.g J::' fur animals. The Department also
recognizes that there nay be cor..siderablc conflict betHeen those
persons desiring to trap f1..1rbearers for the economic value of
their pelts an·} those deeiring to trap or hunt furbearers primarily
for the:Lr recreation<:tl value. The Department 1wids that in areas
vlhere such conflicts e:;o_st :..-ecreational hunting and trapping shall
assume top priority. The Departuent recognizes that there may be
other recreatj_onal values to fur animals including observation and
enhancement of the outdoor cxpe:.~ience includin;: "\vilclerness experience.
The Department recognizes its responsibility to provide for all
legitimate uses of fur animals in its management plans. The
Department holds that r'1ost uses of fur animals can be acconmodated
\vithin the concept of the maximum sustained yield principle. Due
tc the difficulty of observing rnany of the shy and infrequently
seen fur animals, manager,lent solely for the purpose of observation
will be discouraged.
The Department recognizes the statutory provision ·::o nanage fur animals
and allow their. use for domestication purposes. Considering the
marginal .:;uccess of dome::;ticating and re2.rin~~ ftlrbearers vlithin
Alaska and the considerable conflict throur;h co!:'.petition of domestically
raised fur animals vlith the value of Hild fur animals, the Department
will discourage the use of uild fur animals to establish fur farms.
The Department r·ecognizes that fur animal research nay be done in
Alaska by other organizations or individuals. The Department will
request a desc:~ipt~_on of the proposed studies and make recommendations
for the benefit of the species and the people of the State. The
Department will cooperate \·Jith other agencies or individuals '"'ho
conduct legitinate research on fur animals. The DepartHent may
issue permits for the capture, holding and export of fur animals
for stocking, education and sc:Lentific study~ but only after
demonst:ration that suita~;l2 habit at or holdinr: facilities are
available to the permiL:ee.
Numerous transplants of fur animals have been nade in Alaska vlit 1:1
great vari._c:ttio:Js in the success. E-ven though th:ri vin~~ populations
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of fur animals have been established in some areas, most transplants
have provided little benefit to the people. Some transplants have
resulted in serious conflicts betvJeen the transplanted species and
indigenous fish and game species. The Departnent will not conduct
trahsplants until it can be reasonably deternined that conflicts
\Jith endemic species and habitat destruction Hill not occur.
The DepartTient recognizes that situations nay arise requirinp; control
of fur animals. Controls rvill be implemented only after an
investigation by Department personnel has determined a valid need
exists. 111e Department Hill encourage other agencies and persons
to anticipate obvious situations where control may be. necessary.
All possible control Hill be affected by public trappinr. or
hunting. ~nth respect to private property the Department's policy
is that it is the ovmer' s responsibility to protect his property
from damage by fur animals. The most reasonable means is to anticipate
problems \\lith fur animals and aake reasonable efforts, other than the
destruction of fur animals, to prevent or elininate the problems.
Hhere control by removal of fur animals is necessary, humane
methods l·lill be used and the animal uill be salvaged for its
maximum value.
The Department recognizes the importance of maintaining and
creating suitable habitat for furbearers and advocates t:1e development
and implementation of comprehensive land use planning for Alaslca.
Protection and manipulation of habitat are of foremost importance
:i,n. .furbearer management.
The Department does not recognize the need to nrovide access for
htmters or trappers to harvest furbearers, nor does it recognize the
need to provide access for persons to observe furbearers or generally
appreciate the furbearer resource. TI1e appreciation of the furbearer
resource by all users and potential users is often enl!anc.ed by the
wildness or naturalness of the area. Because of the adaptability···
of many furbearers to the developmental activities of man, the
Department does not hold that the creation of natural areas- are
essential to the management of furbearers on the basis of naximum
sustained yield. Ti1e Department also i1olds that for similar reasons
the establishment of areas in tvhich furbearers may not be harvested
is also inconsistent uith the sustained yield principle and
the vJise use of the furbearer resource.
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SMALL GAHE HANAGEJ:iENT POLI Cf.
Alaska is richly endowed >\lith small game. Seven species of upland game
birds occur in the State, and every major vegetative type supports at
least one species. Rock ptarmigan, willoF ptarmigan, and spruce grouse
occur throughout Alaska. Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, blue grouse,
and vJhite-tailed ptarmigan have more restricted geographic ranges in the
State, but nevertheless are common species in certain regions. The snm,r
shoe hare is distributed widely throughout the Interior and southcentral
regions of the state. This species is also found in certain portions
of southeastern Alaska, as well as some of the islands in the Gulf of
Alaska. The Arctic hare occurs along Alaska's western and Arctic
coasts, as well as on the Alaska Peninsula and north slope of the Brooks
Range. In remote areas grouse, ptarmigan, and hare contribute signifi
cantly to the food supply of local residents; hoHever, they are not
utilized as major food sources as are moose and caribou. In raore popu
lated regions small game hunting offers tremendous recreational potential.
Throughout Alaska small game populations fluctuate in numbers independent
of present harvest levels, and hunting pressure is largely regulated by
yearly abundance. Large expanses of inaccessible land, often in close
proximity to population centers, serve as undisturbed breeding grounds
which replenish the more heavily hun ted areas. Ho\vever, increase in
human population, improvement of existing roads, construction of new
roads, more frequent use of off-the-road vehicles, and accelerated eco
nomic development in general, are bound to put nore pressure on the small
game resource in the near future. Eanager.tent policy must be based on
sound biological data obtained through research and inventories. The
Department is in the unique position of having tine to anticipate future
problems, as well as to plan and conduct research that uill yield infor
mation essential to 1-aeet the inevitable needs of the future.
SHALL GAllE POLICf. STATEliENT

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage all species of small game on the
sustained yield principle in the best interest of the people of the State.
The Department recognizes that there are numerous uses of small game,
that present priorities may not be priorities of the future, and that
management policies must consider all uses.
The Department recognizes recreational hunting as the major human use of
the small game resource; hov.rever, the Department also recogrdzes the
importance of small game as prey species for avian and mammalian predators.
The Department further holds that observation as part of a Hilderness ex
perience, and photography of game birds and hares in their natural habitats
are also valid recreational uses. These nonconsumptive uses are at present
highly compatible 'vith recreational huntinc, and sTiall game will be manar;ed
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in order to provide maximum recreational hunting benefits consistent with
the sustained yield concept.
The De.partment recognizes subsistence hunting as a valid use of the small
game resource~ and uill continue to provide the raost liberal seasons
and bag limits consistent with the sustained yield concept. Game birds
and hares contribute only moderately to the food supply of subsistence
hunters. Conflict betHeen subsistence and recreational use is not
likely; however, should such conflicts arise, priority of use will be
established by considering specific situations, and final management
decisions made which ~vill provide for maximum benefit to the people of
the State.
The Department does not recognize the hunting of small game
with the exception of hares and rabbits, for sale or barter
of the resource, and >vill oppose such huntinr;.
The Department holds that taking wild game birds or hares for breeding
stock on game farms or shooting preserves is not a valid use of the
resource, and will not allo~1 animals from the wild to be taken for these
purposes.
Attempts to transplant exotic species of game birds have never succeeded
in Alaska, and since each major vegetative type in the State naturally
supports at least one species of gallinaceous bird, the Department will
oppose transplants of exotic birds, rabbits, or hares. Attempts to ex
tend the range of species endemic to Alaska have generally failed, \Jith
the exception of a feu snowshoe hare transplants, consequently the
Department '"ill not conduct transplants for purpose of range extension.
Should extensive habitat destruction occur resulting in greatly de
creased populations, the Department will consider reintroduction of
endemic species in order to accelerate natural restocking.
The need for further study of all phases of game bird and hare ecology
is recognized and other agencies are encouraged to conduct \vell planned
research projects. The Department will request, a) a description of
proposed studies to avoid duplication of efforts, and b) copies of
project reports in order to keep abreast of recent findings of other
workers. Certain research projects may require capture or shooting of
certain species and, vJhen well justified, the. Department will allow such
collections to be made under the terms of a valid scientific collectine;
permit issued by the Commissioner. The Department recognizes the use of
small game species for the purposes of education, scientific study and
public enjoyment as valid use of the resource and will allow specimens
to be possessed and exported for these purposes.
TI1e Department holds that game birds pose no threat to personal pro
perty and consequently will not initiate control programs. Under
certain conditions hares can be destructive to personal property; how
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ever, the Department holds that protection of property is the respon
sibility of the owner. The Department will provide information on
effective control measures for hares, but will not initiate nor carry
out such measures.
The Department recognizes the need to maintain suitable habitat for all
species of small game and advocates the development of comprehensive
land use planning.
The Department recognizes the need to provide access for small game
hunters and observers, and will encourage development of well planned
access routes integrated with plans for management for other species.
Hith increased utilization of the resource the responsibility of closely
monitoring productivity and harvest trends are recognized ru1d accepted.
The Department \vill make available information on where and hmr1 to
hunt, observe, and photo graph various small e;ame species. Hunting in
formation \vill be presented in such a vmy as to promote hunting avJay
from major road systems, thus encouraging a) a larger, but more wide
spread, harvest, and b) higher quality hunting experiences for sportsmen.
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RAPTOR NANAGEHENT POLICY
The raptors of Alaska are birds in the orders Falconiformes (hawks,
falcons and eagles) and Strigiformes (owls). The follovling species are
known to be year round residents in parts of the Stat~: gyrfalcon,
one subspecies of the peregrine falcon, goshawk, bald eagle, golden
eagle, great horned ovJl, great gray md, snouy owl, hav1k mvl and
boreal owl. The sharp-shinned hawk, red-tailed hawk, and saw-whet owl
are possible winter residents in southeastern Alaska. Higratory
species that nest in Alaska include: rough-legged ha\-lk, Harlan 1 s hawk,
Swainson's hawk, peregrine falcon, merlin, kestrel, harrier, osprey, and
short-eared owl. Other species knovm to occur rarely in the State are
the Stellar's sea eagle, the white-tailed sea eagle, and the screech,
pygmy, and long-eared ouls.
Rap tors, being predators, occupy the top trophic level and are gener
ally distributed widely but at low densities. Presently there is great
national concern that some migratory species are threatened with ex
tinction due to contamination resulting from indiscriminant use of pesti
cides. While these fears are justified for peregrine falcons, ospreys, and
certain other migratory species, those raptors residing in Alaska throu~hout
the year are probably in little danger from environmental contamination in
the foreseeable future.
Over the years birds of prey have been falsely held responsible for
declines in abundance of game species. Hith the increasing public con
cern for the welfare of all species of wildlife and their environments,
the role of raptors in the ecosystem, as t,;ell as their ability to
enrich wilderness experiences, is being appreciated by a growing pro
portion of the human population. The art of falconry has long been
recognized as an exciting and sporting method of hunting small game,
and the demand for birds to be used for falconry is bound to increase.
Hanagement policy must consider all uses, both consumptive and non
consumptive~ and their priorities.
RAPTOR POLICY

STATE~1ENT

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recognizes the constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to manage all raptors that occur at any
time of the year in the State, with the exception of the bald and
golden eagle (managed by the Federal governnent), on the sustained
yield principle for the benefit of the people of the State.
The Department recognizes that there are numerous uses of raptors,
that present priorities may not be priorities of the future, and that
management policies must consider all uses.
The Department recognizes the significant role of raptors in the eco
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system, and holds that the greatest benefit derived from all raptorial
species is observation~ photography, and enrichment of wilderness experi
ences. All species will be managed with this nonconsumptive use assuminz,
the highest priority.
The Department holds that falconry (the taking of small game by use of
raptors) is a sporting and legitimate method of hunting small e;ame. The
Department holds that goshawks and gyrfalcons are suitable for taking all
game normally hunted by falconers in Alaska, and '"'ill allow a certain
number of these raptors to be taken yearly for falconry purposes. A
falconry permit Hill be required to take these rap tors for falconry~ and
t~e number of permits issued yearly wil~ be consistent with t~e sustained
. J,,.._
,
y~eld concept.
The Department opposes ~mport and export of l~ve raptors \e, /"~r , b:J
to and {!£n1 AJas!~<i! Fglconry permits \cJill be issued only to Ala~"l(a~~t'\.tO \'f-"...:J-·i"'"~ 'i<ir;.
J;~-~·
All sp~tors other than goshavlKS
gyrfalc~ns Hill
',
be managed solely for nonconsumptive uses.
·. W~

ana

-~---

~

Snowy owls are used to a small extent as food in some regions of Alaska.
The number of birds taken for this purpose is small, and has little
effect on snoHy owl abunda.Dce. The Departnent recognizes this use and Hill
allow subsistence hunting (see Alaska Hunting Regulation, 5 AAC Gl. 360) of
snowy m.Jls in certain Units consistent vJith the sustained yield concept.
The Department holds that barter or sale of raptors taken in Alaska is
not a vdse use of the resource and Hill oppose it.

f Uv~
l

The Department recognizes the need for further study on all phases of
raptor biology and ecology, and encourages other agencies to conduct well
planned research projects. Permits to possess raptors for this purpose
will be issued; hovJever, the Department ,,-,ill require a yearly report of
activities and findings of such projects involving live raptors being
held in captivity.
The Department considers the use of raptors by public zoos and museums
for public display as valid use of the resource. Hmv-ever, the posses
sion of raptors for private collections and private display is not
considered -vJise use, and \vill be opposed.
The Department reco8nizes that the probability of extensive raptor
transplant pror;rams are remote. Tlm.rever, such activities Hill be
considered as a possible means to reestablish or supplement populations
that may be in danger of extinction.
The Department recognizes that conflicts sometimes occur betHeen
ra.ptors and domestic animals, but holds that if precautions are taken
to prevent losses as prescribed in the Alasl~a Ilunting Regulations
(5 AAC 81.370) depredations \cJill not occur. Consequently, the Depart
ment \vill oppose the taking of rap tors in defense of property.
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The Department recognizes the need for maintaining suitable habitat
for the various species of raptors and encourages the development of com
prehensive land use planning.
The Department holds that protection of nesting sites of certain
species is essential to the welfare of these. species, and will work
with other land managing agencies to designate and protect critical
nesting areas.
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HATERF0\!1 ! TAHAGEUElTT POLICY
Alaska is recognized as a major duck, goose, sHan and shorebird
production area. Seven species of geese, three species of sHans
and more than 35 species of ducks have been reported in the State.
Over seven million watE-~rfoHl annually originate from Alaska and
migrate to areas in all four fly~vays, Canada, ~texico and Asia. Some
species both breed and over-Hinter in Alaska, never leavinp: the State.
\Jaterfmd production habitat is located throughout the State, but
the most important areas are in river valleys and deltas, coastal
narshes, and the Arctic north Slope. Hinterin[( areas are restricted
mainly to coastal regions of southcentral and southeast Alaska,
and the Aleutian Islands. Sane areas, although not important as
wintering or production areas, are important as fall and/or spring
resting areas.
Responsibilities for establishing basic harvest rer,ulations and other
management activities of a national scope are vested iP. the federal
government. Alaska is a member of the Pacific Fly\my Council,
one of four fly-vmy councils consisting of menber states, created
to solve flyway Haterfovll proulems and act in an advisory capacity
to the federal government on national waterfoul Banagenent problems.
The future of \JaterfmJl and 'iJaterfmd related recreational activities
in Alaska depends on maintenance of adequate production, migration
and vlintering habitat. Although ar:1ount of habitat in Alaska is
nm-J laree and is of good quality, future encroaclment on and
subsequent alteration and destruction of uaterfo"IIJl habitat are
imNinent. The magnitude of habitat losses depends, in a larp;e
part, on the Department v s and other state and federal resource
management agencies 1 present and future activities in land use
planninr; ancl environmental quality controls,
l!ATE:::lFOUL POLICY STATK :ENT
The Alaska Department of Fis:1 and Game recop;nizes the Constitutional
mandate of the State of Alaska to r<lanage Haterfoul on a sustained
yield basis in the best interests of the resource and the people of
Alaska.
The Department recognizes sound land use planninp, as the primary means
to insure preservation of waterfmv-1 habitat. The Department ~:v-ill,
in accordance v1ith land use plans, buy, lease or otb.endse protect
key \-Jaterfmvl areas to insure future vmterfm,rl-related recreational
opportunities. tvhen destruction or alteration of uaterfoHl habitat
is inevitable, the Department \.Jill strive to insure P1inimm1 ha1;itat
loss and/or acquire mitigation for any losses. The 1:epartment -vJill
also, 1iJhenever possible and appropriate, improve the quality of
existing vraterfovrl habitat.
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The Department will conduct waterfowl management activities having
immediate or future benefit to the Alaska public. However, the
Department is cognizant of other state, national and international
interests in waterfmJl in Alaska and will cooperate Hith management
activities at these levels, if pursuant to the best interests of
the Alaskan public and the resource.
Sport hunting of Haterfowl is recognized by the Department as the
most important present use of tvaterfowl, and manageBent activities
'"ill be conducted primarily to insure perpetuation at<d enhancement
of this use. The Department vJill conUnue to investigate population
dynamics of v;aterfm,Tl species and vvill promulgate sound biological
recommendations for the harvest of waterfoul by sport hunting.
The Department recognizes nonconsumptive recreational experiences
as an important use of \vaterfm,Jl. These experiences are considered
compatible and consistent >vith sport hunting and -.:v-ill be promoted
whenever possible.
The Department recognizes socioeconomic problens related to spring
waterfowl hunting by natives. It also recognizes its obligation
to protect and defend the Uigratory Bird Treaty Act and state
regulations prohibiting such harvest. Hunting of \vaterfo\-11 primarily
for food is recognized as a valid use of the resource only if it
occurs ivithin the legal framevmrk of season lenr;ths and linits.
Predator control to enhance waterfowl populations is not considered
desirable except under the following circumstances:
1)

Control for the protection of rare and endangered species.

2)
Control on certain areas uhere a comprehensive study has
demonstrated predator control \?ill be economically feasible
and will be of direct and long-term benefit to the waterfowl
species in question.
The Department does not consider harvest of vmterfowl for sale,
trade or barter a legitimate use of this resource and will oppose
legalization of this use.
The Department recognizes the importance of acquiring scientific
knowledge for better vJaterfm.;rl management. Therefore, l.t will
encourage, initiate and finance research programs designed to solve
management problems related to the enhancement and perpetuation
of sport hunting. It Hill, hm·Jever, cooperate in other research
projects, not designed to achieve the above-stated objective, by
providing a free-flow of ideas and previously eained knowledge.
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The Department may issue permits for capture and/or export of
waterfowl and their eggs, but only after evidence is provided that
use of such permits will be for valid scientific study, education
or stocking purposes.
The Department recognizes waterfowl transplants as a valid management
practice under certain conditions. Transplants of waterfowl will
be made of rare and endangered species and other species under the
following conditions:
1)

A substantial public benefit must be shmm.

2)
A comprehensive study must demonstrate the ~reposed transplant
site provides sufficient and suitable habitat to support a
viable waterfowl population.
3)
A review and approval of the transplant, by the Department,
must be made.
The Department considers waterfowl depredation to be a joint
federal-state problem and "tolill cooperate Hith the federal government
in solving this problem. Potential, forseeable depredation problems
will be identified and cooperation with other appropriate agencies
and individuals vJill be r;iven to minimize problems.
The Department vrill strive to provide adequate waterfovll hunter access
to hunting lands in large population areas or otiter high hunter-use
areas, by negotiation, lease, purchase or other appropriate means.
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UNCLASSIFIED GA11E l'1AHAGENENT POLICY

The Alaska Game Regulations contain a section relating to seasons and
bag li.mits for "unclassified game." Unclassified game includes all
species of birds and mammals including feral domestic animals found
in the State that are not otherwise classified as big game, small
game, fur animals or marine mammals by the Game Regulations. Hater
fowl are classified separately, and regulations ftOVerninr, their use
are formulated separately in cooperation ~,rith other states and the
Federal government.
Hajor groups of birds included as unclassified r.ame are passerines,
shorebirds, rap tors, S1·Jallows, kingfishers, woodpeckers and the gulls,
jaegers, alcids, and other sea birds. l'1ajor groups of mat11mals in
cluded are rats, mice, voles, lemmings, porcupines, bats, shrews and
pikas.
Clearly, most of the species of birds and mami'mls of Alaska are
included in the "catch-all" category of "unclassified game." This
arrangement of the regulations reflects the main concern and the major
emphasis of the Department, which is with game that people harvest.
At the same time, the regulations reflect the concern of the Depart
ment for the birds and mammals which are not harvested for sport or
food. With the exception of a few species and groups of species,
there is no open season on unclassified t;ane.
Unclassified game includes most of Alaska's resident and migratory
birds and most of the small mammal species - mainly rodents. The
welfare of many of the species harvested by people is dependent upon
or related to the w·elfare of unclassified gaoe species. Further, the
enjoyment of outdoor experiences is enhanced trer:;endously by the
presence of these animals. Appreciation for the various small birds
and mammals is increasing steadily as more and more people seek out
door recreational experiences.
The Department is responsible for the 'Vvelfare of these various species.
The following policy summarizes the Departnent' s management philosophy
for these important species.
UNCLASSIFIED GAME POLICY STATEliENT

The Alaska
mandate of
benefit of
harvested,
management

Department of Fish and Game recognizes the constitutional
the State of Alaska to manage unclassified game for the
the species involved and of the people. Hhen a species is
the Department recognizes that the obligation extends to
on a sustained yield basis.

The Department recognizes the singular importance of maintaining
suitable habitat for the species of birds and nanmals involved. The
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Department advocates research to determine the needs of these species,
and advocates the development of comprehensive land use planning that
provides for the maintenance or development of suitable habitat.
In most cases the birds and mammals involved are dependent upon
naturally occurring plant and animal communities. Such communities
are subject to change through natural processes such as succession,
erosion, accretion and fire, and through man-made changes such as
settlement, road building, logging, mining, etc.
The Department recognizes that extensive habitat changes may threaten
certain species which have very specific habitat requirements. When
habitat changes are being planned for the benefit of people or of other
wildlife, the Department will assess the possibility of negatively
affecting such a species and attempt to provide alternative plans if a
particular species or p;roup of species appears to be seriously threat
ened.
The Department recognizes that there are many uses of unclassified game
species, that present priorities may not be priorities of the future,
and that management plans must consider all uses.
The groups of species included as unclassified came are extremely di
verse, as are the habitats they occupy. Consideration of their
management collectively is artificial in that it does not relate to
their natural relationships. However, taken collectively these groups
have several things in common, particularly in relation to human use,
which makes it possible to consider them together for uanagement
purposes. First, they are not hunted, with a feH exceptions; second,
they constitute a large proportion of the fauna that provide the en
joyment of recreational outings and wilderness experience; third,
ecologically they constitute the majority of the avian and mammalian
fauna in terms of numbers of species, and possibly in bulk as well.
The Department therefore recognizes recreational observation as the
doudnant human use of unclassified game. Recreational observation
includes casual vie\Jing, animal watchin8 as a hobby, and the role of
the various species as part of ~.rilderness experience. The Department
will provide for this use in management plans relating to specific
areas, and will encourage recreational observation in all areas.
Aside from those species of unclassified r;ame for tvhich hunting
seasons are already provided, the Department \-Jill, in general,
oppose the hunting of unclassified game, unless (1) substantial public
benefit can be shmm, (2) prior study has shown that the population of
the species under consideration can support some degree of sport
hunting, and (3) hunting can be conducted VIithout conflict with recre
ational observation.
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The Department recognizes that raptors present a unique problem, and
considers their management under a separate policy.
The Department will oppose the harvest of unclassified game for the
purpose of sale of hides, meat, feathers or other animal products.
In most cases the populations of potentially valuable species in the
commercial sense are insufficient to support this type of utilization.
The Department will oppose domestication of species included as un
classified game. Domestication implies the husbandry of animals for
the production of animal products, including work. Host species of
Alaska's unclassified game are not well suited for this use. Their
primary values are as part of a natural community.
The Department recognizes and has demonstrated the usefulness of
transplants of game to former or vacant habitat, but also realizes
that transplants can be of negative value. Transplants of unclassified
game species may be undertaken if substantial public benefit can be
demonstrated. The Department will approve proposed transplants only
if the following requirements are met. (1) A comprehensive study
demonstrates that sufficient suitable habitat is available to support
a viable population. (2) Prior investigation of the transplanted
species nill not adversely affect the numbers, health or utilization
of resident plant and animal species.
The Department recognizes that other organizations and individuals
have conducted and will conduct research involving unclassified game
species. The Department will keep informed of such research, make
appropriate recommendations, and represent the interests of the
species involved and of the people of the State. The Department will
cooperate with agencies or individuals conducting legitimate research.
The Department may issue permits for the capture~ holding and export
of unclassified game (except raptors) for transplanting, public edu
cation and scientific study, but only after demonstration that suitable
habitat or holding facilities are available to the permittee.
The Department recognizes that situations may arise requiring the
removal of an animal or the reduction in numbers of a species in re
sponse to a specific problem. Control \\Till be implemented only after
an investigation by Department personnel has shown that a valid need
for control exists.
Control will be effected by the Department or its designated agent,
using humane means. Hith respect to private property, it is the
Department's policy that it is the owner's responsibility to protect
his property from damage by unclassified game species. Reasonable
efforts must be made to protect life and property by means other than
the destruction of game. Poison bait and other nonselective means will
not be used. Bounties are not considered a desirable means of control.
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